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FOREWORD 

 I hope to show that the bad news presented by our inevitable austerity is only bad for what can be 

happily lost.  Laws of physics, which are about to disappoint European and American desires may 

simultaneously liberate us onto a lost Common.  All that is best in life is encompassed by common humanity 

and is in no way reduced by a mere oil-deprivation.  On the contrary, I hope to show that common 

humanity may be enchanted (by physics) to exercise its heart and head - that oil power had removed 

ingenuity and dexterity from most of us into the very few hands which have held the technologies of oil. 

I have used Ivan Illich as my Pole Star to keep me on course.  His books, De-schooling Society, Celebrating 

Awareness and Tools for Conviviality struck a chord with me forty and more years ago and it has been a 

pleasure to re-find him.  He is my companion, but I could have accompanied many others and from any 

period in literary history, because what makes us human (and potentially happy) cannot be changed by 

political and environmental change. 

I am a farmer, who once felt companionship in an organic movement, but now feels alienated by its 

progress into the utterly destructive retail park. 

My purpose is to assert my first principles and to renew my hopes for the future, so that the ephemeral 

schisms presented by NGOs, corporations, schools, universities and governments are not overwhelming.  I 

break my association with the ephemera, but maintain it with a deeper history through which an identical 

humanity has wandered.  I remind myself of the source of the generation of all our settlements: the 

Commons of Sea and Soil.  

 Patrick Noble, Bryn Cocyn, May 2011 

 

 

 

THE COMMONS OF SOIL 

We have picked up our fossils and minerals because they have been lying around.  We have done so 

more and sometimes less judiciously.  They have been sources of wealth, power and injustice.  They have 

received no valuation beyond cost of extraction and competitive bidding for degrees of scarcity. 

However soil is provident as a consequence of behaviour. If the night soils of London are not returned to 

the fields which have fed her, she will not be fed in return. Soil is not lying around (like coal and oil) to be 

shared out. It breeds consequence. Soil is provident by the virtuous actions of the community it feeds and so 

it follows that civic communities are the cultures of soil.  It also follows that we are tied in virtue to soil-

bound laws of physics and biology.  The biology is particularly significant, because soil is alive and is variably 

vivacious.  Soil can also die.  Dying soil is a complexity of many symbiotic deaths.   

We note that such virtue is traditionally found in labour, craft, dwelling and suffering supported, not by an 

abstract earth, environment or energy system, but by the particular soil these very actions have enriched 

with their traces, says Ivan Illich (Declaration on Soil 1990). He continues:  

Yet, in spite of this ultimate bond between soil and being, soil and the good, philosophy has not brought 

forth the concepts that would allow us to relate virtue to common soil something vastly different from 

managing behaviour on a shared planet. 



Modernism has transcended soil by oil and oil's technologies.  Now she must descend through  the veils of 

transcendence like a falling St Teresa; through the veils of Maya; those Clouds of Unknowing; through all 

the retail parks of all the retail heavens and back to laws of physics and the rule of return (dust to dust).  

She'll find herself as living protein seeking nervous and metabolic connection to other living proteins.  Her 

days of levitation by the powers of fossil protein have passed.  The metaphysics of oil has passed.  Now we 

shall have the physics of soil and the enlivening curiosity that comes with it. 

A tentative calculation is that one litre of oil may be replaced by ten days of toil. Since civilization is a 

method and not a state, the above defines the shift we must make in devising methods of living together.  

Without fossil life we are bonded to life and so to soil.  Soil can feed only if fed in return.  And so it 

becomes the foundation of virtue.  How much money do we pay for two weeks of hard labour (even slave 

labour) and how much for a litre of oil? 

The fossilised proteins of millions of summers have provided for us to live as Ivan Ilich says, by simply 

managing behaviour on a shared planet.  We have allotted our fossil shares sometimes justly, sometimes 

unjustly, but that distribution has been the focus of virtue.  Now Europeans have shared the fruits of not 

only one planet but three (two composed of fossilised creatures and forests). 

Their ignition and gaseous release through the last few decades has disrupted the balancing of living 

respirations.  So, even if we continue modernist behaviour and methods of distribution (and virtue), our 

primary pot must be a third of the accustomed size.  Modernist virtue faces a world of confusing austerities.  

It can guess at (and measure components of) anthropogenic climate change, but the unchanged focus of its 

virtue remains the re-distribution of a diminished pot. 

However as Ivan Illich suggests, if we shift our focus from the virtues of distribution (the management of 

scarcity) to the virtues (in skill, husbandry and study) of soil, we will find a world more rich in possibility.  

We move from passive acceptance of space to a dynamic symbiosis with life (soil) and the unpredictable 

movements of biological time.  What we do becomes both socially and ecologically significant and so an 

identified self-worth and its resultant happiness can grow.  Civilisation is not an achieved state, but is a 

method of settlement.  Or rather it is a complexity of methods, since we civilize citizen by citizen.  Since 

towns and villages are emergent properties of agricultural efficiency, civic virtue remains tied to soil. 

Almost anything disagreeable, unsavoury, or vexing can be understated by slow degrees until it vanishes, 

says Douglas Dunn in his short story, Seven Farms.  

And so we have the historic attitude of governments, hierarchies and settled middle classes. 

Most Green organisations, such as Friends of the Earth, Green Peace, the Centre for Alternative Technology, 

the Soil Association and so on see the coming austerity and are upset by the governing understatement.  But 

they'd be governed by the modernist virtues of simply managing behaviour on a shared and shrinking 

planet. 

Simply managing behaviour is world away from behaviour connected to the virtues of soil; to the commons 

of soil; to the dexterities of husbandry; to the pleasures of cuisine and as Ivan Illich says, to the particular soil 

these very actions have enriched with their traces. 
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LET'S THINK ABOUT ADAM SMITH 

Having lived anachronistically by the fossilised product of ancient soils, we have simultaneously lost 

the skills and virtues, which had historically been cultured from living soils. While coal and oil describe 

commodities about which we have no need to be specific, soil is always specific in quality, topography and 

culture. 

It is specific to this gardener at a turn of his spade, or to that farmer's footsteps across her particular field.  It 

stimulates the personal through sensuality, curiosity and ingenuity, and also by pleasure in its fruits and 

suffering for their scarcity.  Soil cannot be owned.  It is the source (since it is our provider) for commons of 

rights and responsibilities.  After all, rights and responsibilities have evolved within the cultures of settlement.  

It is historical and so can overrule transient hierarchies.  It is contemporary and follows laws of physics and 

biology as they change with time.  It grows spirits of place and gods of harvest.  It buries prime ministers 

with farm workers in the commons of decomposition!  And the composition of the complex proteins of 

prime ministers and farm workers is given (in minerals and salts) by her providence. 

We can think of soil as the mother of commons.  And we can think of commons as the heart of social 

systems. 

Individuals within social systems have stolen a goose or two from the Common.  Others have stolen 

Commons from the geese.  Modernism is unique in stealing the idea of Commons from the social system.  

Moreover, because ingenuities rise from solitary heads, if we loose the idea of the Common, we also loose 

the ingenious heart of society.  We've been goosed by the bread and circuses of consumer choosing (the 

sharing of circus seats). 

A farmer whose rights of ownership have him restlessly and rightfully pacing fenced borders has little time 

for the measure of virtue, which is his soil.  Soil, which he cannot own provides crops for his community and 

therefore his honourable function within the community.  It feeds trees, hedges and the air we commonly 

breathe.  Distribution of responsibilities for distribution of produce and the nature of that distribution 

combine as the primary dynamics of society.  Since cities are emergent properties of the efficiencies of 

agriculture, the ethics of the citizen must be founded in the enduring qualities of soil and in the just 

distribution of its produce.  I am not suggesting soil worship, but acknowledgment of our umbilical 

connection to soil biology.  We’ve grown fat on the fossil proteins of ancient soils.  Now we must live in 

our own time, responsible for and responsive to our mutating spaces and by living soil.  Particular soils are 

particularly cultural dynamos. 

This brings me to Adam Smith. Although he lived at the time of a massive enclosure of agricultural 

commons, he also lived before the arrival of the steam engine and the industrial revolution.  He foresaw a 

time when the exchange of the comparative advantages of differing skills and resources would lead to the 

rising prosperity of trading partners.  What he'd have traded were the comparative advantages of differing 

cultures.  The exchanged values were of skill and terrain.  Adam's free market would stimulate skills; not 

remove them.  His free market was revolutionary in undermining tired hierarchies and the stupidity of kings.  

Its dynamo was the ingenuity of the trades. He is akin to Milton professing upwards below the blind mouths 

of bishops.  Ethically, he is much closer to the Seventeenth Century than to the imperial hubris of the 

Nineteenth.  After all, without resource value and the assumption of virtue in soil and human dexterity, 

comparative advantages of trade are meaningless.  It is those skills and resources which are traded.  Of 

course Adam's trade was by the most efficient transport: sailing boat, just as ours will be (if we follow 

physical laws).  He would undermine inefficient hierarchies by the virtues of skill and terrain, whereas later, 

Marx (looking to history and finding no other way) would do so by violence.  Both assume the central 

values of both vernacular skills and vernacular resources.  They are vernacular in that skills are specific to 

terrains.  Modernity, in both neo capitalism and neo communism, came to forget them.  For example, 

burning harvests in aviation fuel, or removing the established skills of a peasantry from its fields are of 

advantage to none but a transient hierarchy.  The idea of comparative advantage, rather than that of direct 



competition between kingdoms needed revival in Adam’s time.  It had been widely and 

internationally/tribally practised as far back as the Bronze Age (literature) and certainly before.  Now 

similarly, comparative advantage could be revived to undermine the struck attitudes of unresponsive Trade 

Blocks and corporations.   

Alastair McIntosh speaking of capitalism says, the system only stacks up through the competitive economics 

of comparative advantage that degrades biodiversity and mines natural capital.  (Foreword to Future Ethics, 

2010 www.alastairmcintosh.com) 

How could comparative advantages do such things?  No.  Traded values remain in the hands of the cultures 

which grow them.  Why should countries or communities accept disadvantage?  

It is the abandonment of an economy for a casino, (which measures only spending) which has mined our 

natural capital.  Adam Smith would remove the unresponsive manipulation of protectionist and in our case 

moneyed hierarchies (which protect the hierarchy) to allow the dexterity of the skilled freedom to prosper.  

Furthermore, ecological restraints are identical to economic restraints in a skilled society.  

Of course extreme division of labour as in Adam’s manufacture of pins leads to efficiency of pin production, 

but also leads the labourer away from his breadth of knowledge, from his ingenuity, from his ability to 

respond to change and from happiness.  That is a new and contradictory line of thought, which undermines 

comparative advantage, since our pin manufacturer can reduce his price in a competitive pin market.  This is 

not a world of comparative advantages (since our pin labourers have been disadvantaged) but the opposite.  

It is a commodity market in which skill and terrain have become less important than price.  It erodes both 

labour and resource capital in a world more familiar to our Neo Capitalist Adam Smith Institute.  (who 

replace capital with price)  It also has no response to diminishing resources, beyond that of competition for 

scarcity (price rises).   

Competition for resources forces prices to rise at the arrival of scarcity and not before, when the scarcity was 

first created.  Competitors see the competition and the price.  They respond to scarcity and not to the 

physics of the resource.  Their ingenuity is concentrated on the human weaknesses and strengths of 

competitors and the human weaknesses and strengths of their own work-forces.  The physics of human 

settlement are disregarded.  It is no co-incidence that some neo liberal thinkers have come to believe in the 

End of History: a social system which ignores laws of physics has no physical imperative to change. 

In the matter of pins, the labourer is not better paid, but the workshop owner has a temporary advantage in 

the pin market.  In his new world nothing is secure and all is temporary.  Moreover the skills of the pin 

worker have not been rewarded.  He receives the same wage for more pins.  Resources of fuel and ore are 

(as Alastair says) removed without valuation and are disadvantageously depleted.  Neither Resource Capital 

nor Labour Capital has been considered by our temporarily successful and ephemeral pin manufacturer. 

I distinguish between these two lines of thought, because I think that a renewed perception of comparative 

advantage leads to a renewed perception (and so valuation) of skill and resource.  Adam’s valuation of both 

resource and labour capital frees dexterity and allows physical laws their true economic effects.  Such valued 

capital is considered protectionist and anti-capitalist by Twenty-First Century neo capitalist hierarchies.  They 

have been freed, by oil, from the finity of capital and have fostered the cult of a “scientific” transcendence.  

Their science has been reduced to a simplistic physics of oil.   

Skill and resource share common soil. It is a once and future soil, beyond ownership.  I hope that future soil 

becomes a civic hope.  As Ivan Illich suggests we can enrich or deplete it with our traces and so fluctuations 

in the health of the soil which grows the city, become measures of chosen paths to and from civic virtue and 

so civilization. 
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VIRTUE, FASHION AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

The current system will consume what we have in resources and erode what we have in skill until 

there is a catastrophe close to home enough for power to know that it must react, or lose power.  Distant 

catastrophes have no effect.  Moreover the market, contrary to the doctrine, sends no signals.  The primary 

engine is oil and oil prices are protected.  The other significant marker is food price and European and 

American economies have protectionist (cheap) food policies.  So supply and demand are most deeply 

hidden where they are most important.  Important scarcities are concealed, while frivolous drivers of 

spending are made extra-ordinarily visible!  Disvalued bread liberates the circus.  Oil powered economies 

find virtue in managing frivolous scarcity through a variety of circuses.  The bread is (sometimes) an anxiety, 

but is also outside normal market forces.  The true market is extra mural. 

Extra mural to the castellated facade of the casino is the soil which will truly feed its gamblers after oil has 

gone.  Bring oil and food prices inside the walls and their values will escape beyond control.  Of course, 

rising values would bring rising importance.  Beyond the Casino Gates we find a world of new possibilities 

and portents. 

This brings me to fashion and to fashion's direct connection to the power of Commons and so to the 

powerful and connected influences of virtue. 

Firstly, why not consider what we will loose in our austerity?  The size of spending will shrink from the size 

of three Earths (two fossilised plus one living) to just one living earth!  My farmer’s experience suggests that 

the powers of living soil will expand as pesticides, fungicides, herbicides and so on diminish.  As soil life 

repopulates so symbiotic plant growth will expand, to the optimum (and variable) point where bio mass 

returned can equate to bio mass consumed in plants and animals. 

So we loose the Green Revolutionary benefits of food grown from extra-planetary proteins in fossil rocks 

(potash, phosphate, calcium and magnesium) and nitrogen fixed by electricity generated from gas and coal.  

So long as soil has held water we have grown green revolutionary crops in marginal land.  No more.  Now 

prosperity is tied to the qualities of soil and the actions (virtues) of husbandry.  We gain control of our tools 

and of the means to knowledge and lose oil-powered hierarchical education, intellectual property and 

technology transfer. 

In observing the potency of fashion, many despair for our self-determination.  But what is fashion?  I think it 

has deeper roots into commons of virtue. 

Fashionable virtues can change at a whim.  The function of fashion in the evolution of societies is its 

responsive speed.  To be seen to do the fashionably right thing is probably the most potent dynamo for 

behaviour.  The most self-interested of us (and all politicians) will change quickly to be seen to be 

fashionably virtuous.  I speculate that many species (possibly all mammals) have used fashion as a method 

for the rapid communal change necessary for changed circumstance. 

Climate Change, the likely miseries of our children and the virtuous actions, which may mitigate them, are 

surely material for fashionable adoption?  The thing is, we don’t change behaviour by the power of reason.  

Rather we are attracted by an attractive idea.  Then we construct a reasonable self-justification for change.  

We like to be seen as attractively virtuous. 

Plainly the case for adaption to a world of pillaged resources in a precarious climate is easy to present.  At 

least half of us accept it as reasonable.  However, few of us act upon it because we do not act by reason.  

We remain fashionable to the current eyes of civic virtue and otherwise follow our temporal self-interest.  It 

is not in our interest to hasten climate change, but we put the reasonable position aside as abstract, by 



adopting other pressing and reasonable behaviours for surely reasonable needs.  The inner argument is of 

balanced virtues.  We need to be seen to be virtuous.  Someone drops a wallet.  We pick it up and pass it 

back, even though we could easily extract the cash within without being noticed.  So in this case, we have 

not acted in self-interest, but by wishing to belong in community.  We share in the relief of the wallet owner 

and take pleasure from our virtuous act.  We have been identified as a proper Citizen.  We feel guilt at 

entering a super market, but buy our organic produce there.  We put aside the reasonable thought that oil-

powered centralised procurement/distribution systems are pushing us rapidly beyond the point of climatic 

balances, and imagine a super market selling nothing but organically-grown produce.  Our organic purchases 

are market signals to the super market to provide more organic produce.  Of course this is a self-justification 

for a surely pressing reasonable need (lack of time).  Moreover our shopping basket (our identity) is 

conspicuously “Organic”.   

The truth is, our behaviour has hastened climate change, while wasting valuable resources, but we have 

remained fashionably virtuous: organic, green, ethical and our children - beautifully healthy.  Such a 

reasonable balancing of virtues produces unreasonable behaviour. 

While adopting personal austerities or expensive renewable energy systems may be seen by many as the 

proper thing to do if one has the freedom and the money, it is simultaneously seen by many as showing off 

and even anti-social, in that some have not, or “can not” do these things.  To behave so is to be impolite.  It 

cannot be a civic virtue to be self-sufficient in energy generation, because many citizens have not the means 

to be so.  Likewise the mass market of the super market provides for all and so those who shop in proper 

shops, corner shops, village shops and market squares are frequently derided as elitist.  

“Those who succeed in politics are, by definition, people who prioritise extrinsic values. Their ambition must 

supplant peace of mind, family life, friendship - even brotherly love.  

So we must lead this shift ourselves. People with strong intrinsic values must cease to be embarrassed by 

them. We should argue for the policies we want not on the grounds of expediency but on the grounds that 

they are empathetic and kind; and against others on the grounds that they are selfish and cruel. In asserting 

our values we become the change we want to see.”  Says George Monbiot (The Value of Everything, the 

Guardian 12
th
 Oct 2010) 

Skill is also supplanted by George’s politician.  In the eyes of the Muse of Civic Virtue we are what we do.  

We are not what we think, or what we say.  The mirror’s identity is of regret and ambition, for which there 

is no virtuous currency.  Extrinsic values to which our inner vanity is subject define us as citizen.  Intrinsic 

values connect us spiritually to mortality and need be seen by no-one, but they are nevertheless the source 

of extrinsic values, which become shaped by trial and error and necessary compromise.  The truth is that 

those who succeed in politics (usually) have no values at all.  They have expediency.  In the political pond 

integrity sinks with the weight of both extrinsic and intrinsic values, while weightlessness rises.  That is 

nothing new.  Nor, I think, can it change.  We see it, not only in politicians, but in the directors of both 

large companies and of very many apparently benign NGOs.  Extrinsic values are potent and important.  

The compromise I make to belong is not a trivial one.   

George is unusually inaccurate, but so are we all in busy moments.  (He is accurate in spirit) For my own 

terms, I have needed to re-define his.  To supplant family life friendship and etc is not to prioritise extrinsic 

values, but to abandon them, because a consensus for amorality has allowed us to do so.  
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MONEY 

“We have picked up our fossils and minerals because they have been lying around.  We have done 

so more or less judiciously.  They have been sources of wealth, power and injustice.  They have received no 

valuation beyond cost of extraction and competitive bidding for degrees of scarcity.”  This is where I began. 

Richard Douthwaite explains better and with more authority than I can:  

“Money has no value unless it can be exchanged for goods and services but these cannot be supplied 

without the use of some form of energy.  Consequently, if less energy is available in future, the existing stock 

of money can either loose its value gradually through inflation or, if inflation is resisted, be drastically 

reduced by the collapse of the banking system that created it.  Many over-indebted countries face this choice 

at present – they cannot preserve both their banking systems and their currency’s value.  To prevent this 

conflict in future, money needs to be issued in new, non-debt ways. 

The crux of our present economic problems is that the relationship between energy and money has broken 

down.  In the past, supplies of money and energy were closely linked.  For example, I believe that a gold 

currency was essentially an energy currency because the amount of gold produced in a year was determined 

by the cost of the energy it took to extract it. (Perhaps in the form of slaves or horses rather than fossil 

fuels)” (The Supply of Money in an Energy-Scarce World, from Feeing Vesuvius, Feasta, 2010) 

I notice in the same book that the energy value of a litre of petrol is given as three weeks of hard manual 

labour, whereas I have presented the same equation as a litre to two weeks.  Both seem equally dramatic 

and graphic.  I’ll accept either, though my bones will be grateful for the last. 

Anyway, debt money is lent into circulation using deposits which remain at the command of the depositor.  

The same money has two owners, while the bank has ownership of the interest paid for the transaction.  

Since only a (predictably) small proportion of depositors dip significantly into their deposits, the banker feels 

safe in nearly doubling the money in circulation.  While debt money is spent into services (by building a 

house for instance) many people: plumbers, electricians, plasterers, brick layers and so on also benefit. 

The truth is that the extra-ordinary economic growth of recent years is founded on the fossil energy which 

has provided those services.  Even as slaves, given the above equation of labour to petrol, without oil our 

house builders would be unable to produce a house for the money received.  They would need a lot more 

time, or very many more house builders.  Indeed the only substitute for fossil energy that I can see would be 

cheaply captured and expendable slaves, who would die on the job to be replaced by others.  To work 

well, both slaves and beasts of burden must be both housed and fed.  Renewable energy systems all sit 

within a singular, finite earth and moreover all require the input of some energy in labour and resource from 

that same singular earth.  Fossil powered systems have been extra-ordinary and extra-earthly and have also 

powered the wild and extra-ordinary dreams of politicians and economists.  Their house-keeping has been 

an extra-planetary house-keeping whose cuisine is pie in the sky.  

Fossil energy has provided for us to live for a while beyond reason and also monetarily beyond a regulatory 

money standard.  The world economy has become the standard against which national currencies rise and 

fall and to which they contribute.  As we’ve seen it is an extra-planetary world massively powered by many 

millions of fossil summers.  Earthly senses have become unnecessary and the wildest of dreams have born a 

timeless end-of-history fruit: a world without consequence. 

Now as we step down to a singular earth we’ll find that history has returned bringing with it an 

inconvenience of physical and biological laws. 

As Richard Douthwaite says, the relationship between energy and money has broken down.  We must re-

introduce them and hope for an enduring partnership.  Can energy services from wind, hydro and so on 



become a form of money?  Could governments issue labour/energy bonds as a sort of citizen’s income, so 

that we buy and sell each other’s labours?  Systems could grow into an increasing complexity as we learn 

from them. 

This is a farmer’s view of economics, which borrows shamelessly from more proper economists, but it is a 

primary view and after all, it seems the economic consensus is off its trolley pursuing economic growth from 

fast-emptying holes in the ground.  A farmer can ponder new systems as well as anyone.  Indeed the 

economist’s training can train the eye to see a consensus exclusively beyond the hole.  However to avoid 

violent collapse and to achieve an ordered descent from such training, we’ll need some cunning old 

economic heads.  (more cunning than mine) 

I don’t think we can avoid inflation and so we must both prepare for it and use it.  Spending into green new 

deals is spending into assets of transition, whereas spending into banks to increase unregulated lending and 

so careless spending into frivolous services, re-stimulates anachronistic services.  Inflation is a useful tool.  If it 

is controlled during transition, it may induce a simultaneous dawning of the truth of our situation.  As we 

correspondingly control our personal spending we may come to increase our personal resourcefulness.   

That kind of self-controlled austerity can bring unexpected riches.  The love we have for gardening at 

weekends may be increased by the pleasure it brings to put food on the table.  Or perhaps those foregone 

foreign holidays could finance small turbines, or solar panels.  Such self-possession brings pleasure.  Polish the 

car at weekends?  Polish the wind turbine! 

In The Lost Coefficient of Time, I referred to the historical finance of sail-trading companies: “In his book, 

Welsh Ships and Sailing Men, J. Geraint Jenkins tells me that In Eighteen Fifty Nine the brig Anne Catherine 

was built by Llangranog ship wrights on the beach at Llangranog.  She was one hundred and ninety three 

feet in length and of two hundred and eleven tons.  That’s large enough for any ocean voyage and of a 

capacity for all the produce the region could supply.  Such boats were built the length of Wales. 

To finance the Anne Catherine sixty four shares were issued (sixty four was the custom).  Share holders 

included two master mariners, one shopkeeper, two blacksmiths, two innkeepers, one merchant, one 

tanner, one joiner, one spinster, two widows, two private individuals and seven farmers: all from the 

locality.  Such things may happen again.” 

The same share or bond system could be applied to community energy generation, factories, village shops, 

corner shops, libraries and pubs: all the methods of conviviality!  One massive benefit from the collapse of 

oil systems is that personal ingenuity can control its tools, rather than live in service to them.  A water mill is 

most efficient when used for direct power.  Such systems are easily repaired and constructed by the 

communities which use them and which know what they need.  A small turbine for electric lighting may be 

all such a community needs of electricity.  A simple “power take-off” could be easily arranged within the 

mechanism of a factory.  Oil-powered modernity’s tools had begun to rule our lives and an apparent 

austerity may liberate us to consider what we’d like to do and which tools might be suited to that end. 

In writing this, I’ve come to realise how much Ivan Ilich shaped my thinking, when it was most malleable – 

in my teenage years and twenties! (I was born in Nineteen Forty Nine)  See Tools for Conviviality, 1973, 

now published by Marion Boyars 

My farmer’s view is that economics cannot be a specialist subject but is entwined with all other activities.  

Surely it is inextricably entwined with ethics, law and history?  An economist’s view must be a catholic one 

and his house must have many mansions.  In such a house, the housework is complex beyond definitive 

classification, because it shelters the human condition.   

Of course if we can re-connect money to energy (including manual labour), and communities come to 

command localised energy and agricultural systems, then a distant chancellor will have much less to concern 

him, since communities will be self-regulating to those extents.   
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Meanwhile, the trading of comparative advantages between communities will be essential to balance 

unpredictable scarcity and surplus.  Differing climates, terrains, resources and skills will be of interest to all, 

because it will take trial and error to find enduring methods of settlement.  There will be error, but error is 

our principle resource for learning.  Instead of the fortressed localism envisioned by many, I believe and 

hope communities will have mutual and rewarding needs to trade.  We’ll have (I also hope) an essential 

need to coexist with differing cultures and languages.  In Britain we’ve suitable harbours for community-

owned shipping about a mile apart on every stretch of coastline.  Sea trade with Europe will be easier than 

many journeys inland, while shore-hugging traders may contribute their wind energies to the new money-

flow! 

The Banker of England carefully adjusts interest rates to stimulate, or discourage spending into just that two 

and a half percent or so growth of national spending.  What is spent, or why it is spent are not his concern, 

nor is he concerned that we have already spent far more than the earth we are standing on.  He is anxious 

that oil and so food prices remain cheap, so that we can continue to spend.  His collaborator, the 

Chancellor is afraid to tax too much in case that spending is discouraged.  Moreover as oil prices have risen 

and banks have approached collapse, instead of allowing inflation to reduce spending to its causal energy 

levels, he spends taxation into banks to magnify the difference between energy and spending!  He creates a 

greater dependence on the increasing machineries of oil, even though he must know in some hidden 

compartment of his understanding that oil power is about to fade.  His magic catalyst is technology transfer 

from the knowledge economy to create even more dependence on someone, or some-thing else’s (service 

providing) tools.  

Modernist technologies are powerful because they are oil technologies, but our poor civil servant, the 

Banker of England, believes there can be new technologies to replace oil.  There is no arguing with the wild 

delusion that an idea can replace a resource.  Technology cannot replace energy.  There is no energy to 

replace oil.  As energy reduces, so money reduces.  Controlled inflation can be a tool - But only if the idea 

of inflation is embraced by citizens and responses to it become their own.  I mean that humanity can replace 

oil. 

Meanwhile our elected politician, the Chancellor reduces ethical taxes for ethical public services to create 

amoral spending into a delusive oil, or oil-replacement panacea. 

 

 

CLIMATE POLITICS 

Dangerous, atmospheric Carbon imbalance has removed political thinking from the complexity of 

our existence to that one simple component of life: Carbon.  Oil drives the way we live, but to live any 

other way has become unthinkable to politicians elected to protect our way of life.   

To leave coal and oil where they lie already sequestered is accepted by many as a goal, but to attempt to 

live without a replacement is ridiculed as unmodernist and not at all the thing.  Modernist lives must have 

three planets to munch on.  Because technologies have been developed from older technologies without 

regard for the resources which power them, modernity has come to believe that newer technologies can be 

developed to replace oil.  Moreover, the massive power of oil has negated historical connection to living 

soil.  Fossil carbon and living carbon are given identical values.  As a prominent organic business man has 

proposed (my paraphrase), if we sequester some of the living, we can release some more of the fossilised 

dead!  Or we can sequester the living (we think) in “carbon sumps” to pump carbon from the air - then 

sequester it safely under ground.  Of course we can do neither.  If we sequester bio mass we reduce the mass 

of bio for both our appetites and for the pumping capacity of the Earth.  It is simpler to leave coal and oil 

where they lie already sequestered.  However we can only do so if we abandon modernity, economic 



growth and consumerism and re-connect with the bio mass which feeds and breathes for us and of which we 

are a part.  Bio mass can expand to an optimum stable state in which a steady (ish) speed of cycling creates a 

settled (or forever settling) mass.  For an optimum mass presented for photo synthesis an optimum mass 

must be returned to the soil.  I’ve seen figures which propose that seven times the weight of bio mass lives in 

healthy soil as the weight of bio mass in plants bugs and beasts above.  I’ve also seen figures which propose 

an equal mass!  Both are authoritative figures.  It just goes to show the folly of reliance on science.  Anyway, 

I suppose that larger mass of soil communities has provided the soil resilience which has somehow survived 

(in a reduced state) modernity’s pesticides, fungicides, herbicides and the withholding (burning) of the bio 

mass which should have returned to soil.  The mass of modern bio has been grown from fossil mass. 

The commons of soil, like the commons of life and death should naturally subject all levels of a hierarchy to 

its rules.  Indeed modernity’s enclosure and then removal of the very idea of commons is proving to be her 

undoing.  Information from the physical world, once professed by the skilled, is no longer heard.   Yet the 

inscription on my tablet of stone reads none can escape physical law.   

Sensual information from the wild is put into human order by human thought, just as palpable resources are 

utilized by human tools.  Neither the thought, nor the technology has power, but they bring wild resources, 

(which hold power) more or less tamely home.  However, because oil is simply lying around for gathering 

and distribution, we have grown into the habit of not thinking about it at all.  We develop and refine oil 

technologies as though the technology had produced the power.  Indeed modernity is a reversion to child-

like hunter gathering, where consequence is an ageing appliance, soon replaced from the offerings of the 

retail park.  We feed and move on.  Modernity can continue while oil still flows and until Earth warms to 

just the degree beyond the tipping point of her balances.  I say child-like, because many hunter-gatherers 

have had a strong sense of consequence and of personal responsibility for consequential footsteps.  We 

cannot put apples back on trees.  There have been many very silly views of human history as a coming of 

age from an earlier childhood and with a progression onward to unheard of wisdom.  And so politicians in 

a hole cry “More research!  More education!  Then the Future will answer us!” 

Even for the careless gathering of it, we have no commons of oil.  We have the massing armies of trade 

blocks and the transference of oil power from nation states to the new corporate princedoms.  (States, as the 

saying goes, are in partnership with industry, which is a euphemism for casino)  You may argue that there 

are no corporate princedoms, and that corporations have their own and in some ways egalitarian volition.  

(They trade with anyone, however wealthy and of whatever race and culture)  They exist because we 

spend.  Even so, we have created fabulously wealthy princes.   Oil-powered centralised procurement and 

distribution systems are the most highly visible structures of modern society.  As another saying goes, they 

can probably be viewed from the Moon.  They were not created by accountable governments.  They were 

built without responsibility and the need to respond to natural law.  They follow consumer legislation 

because it is in their interest to follow it.  Indeed the corporate princedoms have had a large hand in creating 

the legislation.  That authenticity is prominent in labelling. 

I said at the beginning that modernity was unique in removing the idea of commons from the social system.  

But perhaps it has re-emerged here: concentrated in ingredients labels, best before dates, organic provenance 

and so on, where we little people may safely graze.  Commoners can complain to Great Nestle and have an 

immediate and helpful response.  It is generally felt that we’ve never had such rights and that rightful 

commons have advanced into the Twenty First Century.   

The old commons allotted rights for responsibility.  The new commons allocate rights to safely spend.  But 

don’t we receive rightful wages for the responsible delivery of those rights?  Well, I think we deliver 

modernity’s rights by prescribed responsibilities.  The prescription is responsible and we are subject to the 

prescription.  Where I am leading is that vast numbers of us forget our responsibilities because we are too 

busy delivering prescribed rights.  I think that makes us unhappy because natural responsibility, which needs 

curiosity and ingenuity to thrive is suppressed by the prescription.  I do not think the New Commons are 

commons at all, but artificial substitutes, like nicotine patches. 
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In a similar way forgetting oil frees the market to believe that personal entrepreneurship has created that 

two an a half percent of economic growth.   The belief must accept that the current three European earths 

will expand to forty five by the end of the century.  That’s quite a thought process.  But then it seems our 

entrepreneurs have only to want it enough to get it! 

Anyway carbon quotas, carbon caps, the trading of unused carbon allowances, carbon sequestration, carbon 

footprints, certified, carbon-audited farms and businesses and so on are the casino’s method of levitation 

above primary and complex soil and also ancient, soil-grown oil.  Isolating an element from all the other 

elements, which compose complex proteins, is isolating a scapegoat, while taking the first steps to remove it.  

It is nice to isolate a scapegoat.  It is no coincidence that most (ultimately all) of these schemes are related to 

labelling.  Their purpose is to enhance the attraction of products and services and so to add value, or to 

increase sales!  No wonder that super markets and other giant corporations rush to join in.  No wonder that 

the organic movement applauds.  This food is scape-goat-free.  Meanwhile, an occasional voice cries, “Think 

of peak phosphorus.  What of Oxygen, Nitrogen and Water?”  They point to another opportunity for 

labelling. 

How many elements are essential to complex proteins, which first created and now maintain the balance of 

their/our own atmosphere?  Political lobbies adopt their favourite elements.  The truth is hidden in 

complexity.  Even so, the art of living is simple.  It follows the Rule of Return.  What is extracted from a 

living cycle must be returned to living soil.  As a farmer, I put aside maritime cycles, but of course (I assume) 

their principles are the same. 

There is no escaping finity.  What of hydroponics?  But hydroponically-grown plants need food.  That food 

must be extracted from and so diminish a living cycle and all cycles must pass through soil.  Of course some 

minerals can be mined from fast-emptying holes in the ground.  So hydroponic systems pass through soil, oil 

and gas, and probably Tunisian phosphate mines.  They are the least efficient method of food production.  

Bio fuels produced from algae (for instance) fall at the same hurdle.  Algae need food.  Which cycle do we 

deprive to supply it? 

Virtue connected to soil would not allow the modernist conclusions.  It would not buy the labels. 

But politicians applaud.  PFIs are shown to be working.  Technology transferred from the knowledge 

economy is busy.  The super market is self-regulating (doing its best for customers encourages more custom) 

and it is in the interest of pharmaceutical companies to research better cures for the benefit of all.  Carbon, 

organic and fair trade labels are everywhere, but these are illusions, as ephemeral as dept capital.  Peers 

review peers and seal the cracks in the illusion and who pays the peers?  Down-at-heal peers have no 

credence.  They cannot be serious.  They do not merit review.  Politicians need serious scientific data-

illusions. 

 

 

RECLAIMING COMMONS 

Both the expansion of soil life and the return of its commons are my hopes for an expanded bio 

mass for both the needs of human settlement and for the pumping capacity of Earth’s lungs. 

If we are tied in virtue to soil-bound laws of physics and biology, then intellectual property law subverts (or 

transcends) those laws.  Intellectual property owners have toll booths by routes to virtue.  That anti-social 

commerce reviews its peers and is reviewed by them.  Students are educated into an heirarchical peerhood.  

“Technology transferred” from the “knowledge economy” becomes respectable because of its price.  It 



becomes acceptable that price given must equate to value received in a competitive market.  The 

disseminators of knowledge become the priests of a newly lucrative seminary. 

It is a truism that education is the right of all and that inequalities in education lead to inequalities in the 

distribution of power and wealth.  But consider history.  Scholars have lived in poverty, while wealth and 

power have been attained, or maintained either by violence, or by the exercise of existing wealth.  Scholars 

need access to libraries and to the discourse of fellow scholars, but money beyond a loaf of bread and a 

small fire has been of little interest to them.  Knowledge is not Power.  But knowledge might be happiness. 

Consider this: scholars who have no connection to the commercial seminary have no means to a living.  

Consider also: those with commercial ties to the education system can have no credence with true scholars.  

True scholars must study without education.  Most are now amateurs with a day job (which could be in the 

commercial seminary).  To be educated is obviously a very different thing from the process of learning. 

“The materialization of consciousness is reflected in Western languages.  Schools operate by the slogan 

“Education!” while ordinary language asks what children “learn.”  The functional shift from verb to noun 

highlights the corresponding impoverishment of the social imagination.” 

That’s Ivan Illich again. 

Part of this common: Common Knowledge, can be reclaimed without violence.  There cannot be a 

corporate thought.  Moreover at the deepest level where all races and both sexes are the same, we have an 

inherited common knowledge of humane and inhumane behaviour.  

Other parts, such as ownership of genetic material face confrontation and probably violence, in which case 

we prudently pay our dues to Caesar (if we can), while bringing as much as we can into a popular commons 

of seed exchanges, seed banks and so on.  Fighting for common ownership of patents is the wrong fight.  

Eroding the market for patents is the good.  Fighting for the right to education is the wrong fight.  Eroding 

the knowledge economy is the good.  It renews the connection (Ivan ilich) between soil and the good.  It 

ridicules the connection between knowledge and power and their connected means to the good. 

If virtue is re-connected to physics, then communities become responsive to changing environments.  Physics 

is conveyed through solitary senses.  Social response to changing environments comes citizen by citizen, then 

citizen to citizen and then by the power of virtue.  I think virtue travels by the medium of fashion.  Fashion, 

not knowledge is power.  Even though the manifestations of fashion are vulnerable to wealth and violence, 

they also thrive on the common.  Commons and fashions share similar vulnerabilities and similar powers.  I 

wonder if their evolutionary passage has been necessarily intimate? 

Peer reviewing of a convenient and sometimes lucrative consensus among the powerful has played out most 

graphically in recent times in the peer reviewing and educational approach to CO2.  Systems of Carbon 

trading have been devised within the seminary, so that those who produce most C02 or equivalent are 

given greatest allowances to do so.  In-place schemes for CO2 reduction are used (as we’ve seen) for 

marketing purposes. 

It is also evident in the removal of genetic material from the commons.  Instead of a scientific study of the 

intricacies of natural systems, so that arts can attempt to most efficiently replicate them (and settlements 

learn to settle amongst them), commerce has believed that science can manipulate organisms to its 

advantage.  Scepticism has been banished as unprogressive. However, if scepticism is banished, then science 

is also banished.   It has been replaced by commercial technology. 

Is this an opportunity to reclaim Science to the commons?  It will not be reviewed by commercial peers, but 

peer-sceptical review may be more common than we think. 
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The Naked Emperor’s Fallacious Assumption:  this was the subject of my last, The Lost Coefficient of Time.  

It is a classic example of the convenience (as Al Gore mentions) of established peers reviewing established 

peers. 

“If biomass is burned, the chemistry is more or less reversed, and the original energy and raw material (CO2 

and water) are released.  There is then no net gain or loss of CO2, which is why biological fuels are 

considered to be “Carbon neutral.” 

Zero Carbon Britain 2030 

“LIHD biofuels are carbon negative [9] because net ecosystem sequestration of of 4.4 tonnes/ha/y of carbon 

dioxide in soil and roots exceeds fossil carbon dioxide released during biofuel production, estimated at 0.32 

tonnes/ha” 

ISIS Report 06/12/10, Biofuels Waste Energy to Produce 

Both the above are the wrong equations to consider.  The true equation is soil bio mass in Season 1 relative 

to soil bio mass in season 2.  Or we could measure leaf mass in 1 relative to 2.  Trial and error tells me that 

both soil and leaf masses will be reduced in Season 2.  Of course, the leaf area presented for photo synthesis 

will also be smaller in Season 2.  What is missing from the equation is the coefficient of Time.  The LIHD 

Biofuels are carbon negative proposal borrows from an imaginary future (a parallel space).   

Well, that is my farmer’s explanation.  Neither I nor the quoted reports have a proper scepticism.   Mine, as 

a farmer’s (an artisan’s) analysis does not pretend to science, because it justifies my actions.  We must act in 

spite of scientific uncertainty and there is much in nature that always has been and always will be uncertain.  

Artistic trial and error can discover methods which work in spite of uncertainty.  Science can say nothing of 

those methods. 

Zero Carbon Britain’s analysis is (I’m afraid) bonkers.  (most benign word I could find)  The ISIS explanation 

is insufficient.  How do we know that an excess of carbon dioxide in soil relative to that given off in 

combustion of a crop is not a necessary excess?  Carbon dioxide stored in soil and root mass may necessarily 

and always be greater than that (effectively) stored in leaf mass.  I’ve noted the report (can’t lay my hands 

on it) which has found seven times the bio mass in soil as that in the plants and animals above.  Moreover 

everyone (I’d have thought) has been “educated” with the notion of food pyramids.  How many plants to 

feed the herbivore; how many herbivores to feed the carnivore.....  How much soil life to feed the plant?  

We’ll leave aside the top-heavy carnivore Homo sapiens.  Implications for her diet are obvious. 

One note aside: the moral prescription often applied to the inefficiency of the carnivore is a sophistry.  The 

carnivore is perfectly efficient, so long as she occupies the diminished space of the height of the pyramid.  

Teeming Home sapiens must also feed lower down, while also allowing room for other carnivorous species.  

Anyway, all gardeners know that if we remove a harvest and return nothing to the soil, then the subsequent 

season will produce a smaller crop with a smaller leaf area for photo synthesis. 

Ideas, cannot replace resources.  Science can not illuminate the truths of a par-blind condition.  We must act 

in spite of the unpredictable and the obscure, which have always been with us and will always be so. 

 

 

 



ESCAPING THE LABELS 

The most efficient system for the exchange of food, services and resources is likely to be a 

combination of High Streets, market squares, suburban corner shops and village shops.  They have evolved 

both economically and ecologically over generations.  Likewise the most efficient positioning of towns is 

nearby the resources which supply them and convenient for the facilities of trade.  We have a familiar 

landscape of harbour towns, market towns and more recently industrial towns fed by coal or iron ore.  This 

landscape is an evolving organism.  The populations of coal and iron towns will no doubt dissipate to re-

emerge in the now oil-deprived and so labour-demanding fields from which their ancestry came. 

The labels tell us on the contrary that we can buy sustainably-grown and fair-traded produce in a retail park, 

which has survived for less than a generation and which has been placed more or less, where large car parks 

can be built on cheap (agricultural) land.  We may feel unsure at paying for more random Sainsbury’s or 

Tesco super markets, but we can buy our Organic or Fair Trade dispensation inside.  The labels confirm it. 

Organic, Local, Fair Trade, Green, Ethical, Healthy, Sustainable and now of course Community are all 

labelling terms for products and also services which are very far from any of those things. 

They are words.  Sticks and stones and etc....  But these words can break spirits, since they have been 

adopted as weapons: marketing tools for super markets, property speculators, large builders, utility 

companies and political parties. 

They have been used to obscure the truths of their opposites.  For instance, “Organic”, once defined man-

made systems, which sought efficiency by imitating the cycles of organisms.  Now it has been stolen from the 

commons of vocabulary to define a “thing”: a pack of food on a super market shelf.  “Organic” began as an 

ethical label.  It verified what was done to produce food.  Now it has become a marketing assistant, 

pointing to a pesticide-free health-product.  It has become a food label and a ridiculous one, because now 

the word has no meaning. 

This mere word has contributed (to the degree of its influence) to the destruction of durable systems such as 

high streets, corner shops, market squares and village shops, since it suggests that durable systems can be 

bought in a retail park.  The organic label now does more harm than good. 

Organic once described a method of settlement (of agriculture) which included husbandry, cuisine, 

procurement, distribution and the return of wastes.  Now it describes a pack of health-food, in which we 

can also buy dispensation for our super market guilt.  The super market becomes purified by the balance. 

 

 

 

RECLAIMING THE COMMONS OF SERVICE 

Proper shops, high streets reflecting regional terrain, trades, manufacturing, useful roads and 

harbours, towns ringed by market gardens, orchards, dairy pastures, then a wider landscape of pastures, 

arable fields and woods – all of these peopled appropriately.  Now all this is so complex that only a 

complexity of ingenuity and dexterity could achieve it.  And communities in differing terrains and climates 

will have laboured to their own cultural ends.  The unpredictability of scarcity and surplus will give 

advantage to communities which trade.  Comparative advantage does not grow economies.  Rather it brings 

the stability of sufficiency by the replenishment of disadvantage.  Trading partners grow to mutually stable 

states.  The trade of an advantage to fill a disadvantage is beneficial to sufficiency, conviviality and political 

stability, but brings no economic growth beyond the first step of the transaction. 
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Beyond the first step, I can become richer only if you become poorer. 

This first principle also applies to economies of scale and to division of labour. (as we have explored) 

The Knowledge economy (technology transfer), debt capital and the sale of money, have removed tools 

from the ingenuity of the commons into fewer and fewer hands.  Those hands though fabulously rich 

(because others are poor), have no dexterity and in any case cannot have the complexity and numeracy of 

senses to understand the complexity of the resources they manipulate.  Centralised procurement, distribution 

and retail systems are the products of centralised brains.  They have been powerful by the power and 

control of oil.  As oil goes so centralised control goes and the transition back to complexity and the dexterity 

of many hands is inevitable.  It may be a journey through nightmare and may not.   

Oil prices have been naturally rising and economies naturally inflating.  Governments could have pointed to 

nature and inevitability.  Instead, more debt money has been “printed” and oil prices have been suppressed 

both by negotiation and suspended taxation.  The descent will be deeper the more the truth of the physics 

of scarcity is resisted. 

Some more Ivan Ilich “People are transformed from contenders for scarce resources into competitors for 

abundant promises.” 

The abundant promises are oil powered promises. 

The original complexity of trades and services evolved through historical precedents.  The evolution was 

cultural: that is intellectual, emotional and ethical.  Can we make something similar by imitating older, but 

now disconnected models and/or by dreaming (what else?) what we hope may be more just and 

appropriate models for the times? 

Who knows?  Puritan visions are easy to present and (initially) execute.  For a more catholic complexity, 

which includes a diversity of conflicting beliefs we must find a common purpose, such as the settlement of 

changed times.  Climate change and the end of oil give us a common purpose.  Our differences become 

dwarfed by a common adventure.  May not the very fragility of that we tenderly guard, bring common 

sympathies with those in similar predicaments? 

No models will function without the ethical connections of all their parts.  Societies must have a common 

sense of virtue.  I mean of extrinsic values.  Intrinsic values can be as complex and diverse as we like.  

Anyway it follows that no system will thrive as an evolving and vital system unless it lives ethically in the 

Commons.  Commons of service can be reclaimed from the fenced fields of consumer right.  Such commons 

are a pleasure common to diverse groups. 

Guild and apprentice systems had a binding (extrinsic) ethics and frameworks for learning (as Ivan says).  The 

learning was open ended: there being no sense of it ending as the apprenticeship matured.  No apprentice is 

finally educated into an achieved peer-reviewing peerhood, or technology transferring priesthood. 

To manage the transition from fossil powered modernity, which has become the very identity of most of 

today’s citizens, we must deny our achievements and diminish our self-respect! 

The Transition Town movement provides a step by step approach in which citizens can re-focus on their 

surroundings and learn new ways towards happiness and self-worth as they go. 

Of course, the Oil Revolution has been so brief, that the underlying strata of older economies remain, for re-

habitation, re-building or for examples of design.  Fields lie beneath retail parks, ghostly town centres wait 

for revival, old woollen mills wait by silted water courses and so on.  These are close enough for living 

memory and anecdote. 



Every religion and philosophy that I can recall has Man as a receiver of gifts from what is infinitely (usually) 

larger and more or less mysterious.  The single step from oil-powered omnipotence to human (and humane) 

fragility can unite (I think) a diversity of creeds and without intrinsically changing their differences.  Yet it is a 

common ethical step and a catalyst for unified purpose.  A commonly adopted extrinsic virtue (by the 

power of fashion?) has a sense of the new and the suddenly possible.  Intrinsic virtues can remain personal, 

obscure, eccentric, or as specific to terrain and to gods specific to those terrains as we like. 

For such a step it is essential to de-bunk those institutions and NGOs, which seek to improve, or change the 

old hubris from within.  The old hubris is oil hubris and is an anachronism.  It makes nonsense for the times.  

We re-start from first principles; from inherited humane virtues, with adapted tools and not by occupying 

the roles of the oil-hierarchy.  I don’t mean in the sense of radical new brooms, but in the enlivening sense 

that what we do is learning methods footstep by footstep and personally.  I create commons of settlement 

by what I do, by how others react and in my curiosity for the actions of others.  We don’t compete for 

those abundant promises but learn what can be promised to others by (for instance) the actions of my hoe 

between the drills.  I become the bloke who provides carrots for the market stall.  It concerns me when I fail 

and delights me when I succeed.  The complexity of roles evolves into the common.  Humanity has evolved 

to be a creature which lives on the common and so with some luck we may return to the common by 

simply resuming natural (and fulfilling) behaviour.  Failure is a resource for learning and the common allows 

us to fail to a flexible degree, which escapes my definition.  Failure is essential both to learning and to social 

relationships.  Don’t we love the weaknesses of our friends and don’t we permit others to love our own?  

Out of that complexity the story-telling of cultures grows – and historical precedent – and law.   

I belong on the common, in spite of its venerable and sometimes mysterious passage into ancestry and I 

belong because it is what I do. 

 

 

ECONOMIES OF SCALE 

“The principal source of injustice in our epoch is political approval for the existence of tools that by their 

very nature restrict to a very few the liberty to use them in an autonomous way.  The pompous rituals by 

which each man is given a vote to choose between factions only cover up the fact that the imperialism of 

industrial tools is both arbitrary and growing.  Statistics which prove increased outputs and high per capita 

consumption of professionally defined quanta only veil the enormously high invisible costs.”  (Tools for 

Conviviality) 

Economies of scale have come to mean economies of oil, using centralised distribution and procurement 

systems and the shedding of labour.  Oil is both cheap and very powerful.  However economies of scale are 

by no means the most efficient economies.  If we consider economies of scale as economies of physics, then 

they fail as methods to best use and gain advantage from resources.  If we consider them as economies of 

ecology then they fail to maintain the ecology of which they are apart and in which they feed.  Likewise if 

we consider them as economies of conviviality, they fail to provide happiness.  We have earlier considered 

Adam Smith’s manufacture of pins and its undermining of Adam’s own thoughts on comparative 

advantages.  Economies of scale destroy economies of traded advantages, by removing dexterity, intelligent 

response to changing resources and the commons which bind them into social cohesion. 

Economies of scale are economies of money, from which resource and labour values have been removed.  

They undermine comparative advantage and ignore the needs and ethics of communities.  They are not 

influenced by physical laws.  They are inefficient in essential respects and are self-destructive.   
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They are efficient by the division of labour and the resultant shedding of labour.  But their efficiency in 

centralization can be sustained for only so long as we can use fossil fuels.  Indeed the continuing use of fossil 

fuels is justified because they are essential for the maintenance of economies of scale. 

The psychotic search for fossil fuel replacements is a manifest denial of our predicament and an obsessive 

grasping at the security of the “achievements” of the Twentieth Century.  Actually we have been the 

beneficiaries of extra-ordinary chance; of chance anaerobic compression of parallel spaces, gift-wrapped for 

internal combustion: those many millions of fossilised summers. 

As Richard Heinberg says, the party’s over.  

Now we are restricted to one summer at a time and in sequence as seasons pass. 

 

 

ESCAPING THE LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC PROJECT 

“Never before have tools approached present power.  Never before have they been so integrated at 

the service of a small élite.  Kings could not claim divine right with as little challenge as executives claim 

service for the sake of greater production.”  

“Minorities organised by women, or blacks, or the unorthodox succeed at best in getting some of their 

members through school and into an expensive job.  They claim victory when they get equal pay for equal 

rank.  Paradoxically, these movements strengthen the idea that unequal graded work is necessary and that 

high-rise hierarchies are necessary to produce what an egalitarian society needs.” 

“Movements that seek control over existing institutions give them a new legitimacy, and also render their 

contradictions more acute.  Changes in management are not revolutions.” 

All the above are from Ivan Illich’s Tools for Conviviality and with them I could rest my case (or all my 

cases). 

The Soil Association (for instance because it is close to home for me) gives legitimacy to untenable 

centralised procurement and distribution systems, which also remove commons of service, ingenuity, 

dexterity, conviviality and restraint.  The Soil Association’s original purpose was the reclamation of 

Commons.  Now, as Ivan says, it claims victory because it has become a part of what it originally fought.  

What it fought is unchanged, but the Soil Association is changed utterly from its purposes.  Now it provides 

labels for the untenable and for the dispossession of commons: commons of soil and of the roles (common 

virtues) of service. 

Contemporary with much of Ivan Illich’s writing, in 1968 Garret Hardin published a paper, which is its 

antithesis, outlining The Tragedy of the Commons.  Garret’s tragedy is: It is to the advantage of successful 

commoners to increase their own livestock until every animal on the common (including his own) sickens 

from lack of grazing.   

He pre-supposes an amoral world without social commons.  Virtue, in historical values (which define roles 

of every class) has no part in his thesis.  Instead he has a common of simple (and simplistic) physics: even 

excluding biology!   In his amoral world, the truth has been that the successful commoner had the means to 

buy out the unsuccessful and enclose the common for himself.  Wealth and/or violence (lack of 

consideration for others) have shaped the disappearance of the commons and of an evolved, complex, 

social history. 



What he describes is not the tragedy of the commons, but the lack, death, or carelessness of them.  He 

describes a loss of common virtue.  He describes commons of rights without consequence.  Of course 

throughout many differing cultures, common grazing was a common of responsibility to both the 

community and to the future of the community.  Graziers occupied historically defined roles.  Historical 

definition also almost universally applied to all levels of a hierarchy.  Both kings and commoners were 

responsible for consequence.  It was not to a commoner’s advantage to behave badly. 

Common virtue if vivacious is not a fragile thing.  If I behave well, I find happiness and self-worth in 

behaving in community.  If I behave badly, no physics (such as a fenced field) can buy me happiness, or 

mitigate my shame. 

What Garret Hardin is actually expounding are the Tragedies of Economies of Scale, Division of Labour, 

Liberal Democracy, Consumer Choice and Consensus Politics.  That is, in the forms towards which they were 

mutating in 1968.  Those forms have now been achieved. 

We are presently consuming our common inheritance to extinction, while fabulously rich hierarchies 

organise (fence) their own and our common demise.  Our roles are prescribed, not by a common history 

(and future), but by the transience of the hierarchy.  Our roles are prescriptions for transience and have 

become the Tragedy of Liberal Democracy. 

As Fritz Schumacher says, true commons define methods for roles which seek permanence.   

How can there be commons without community?  Can I expand my flock to the detriment of the common 

grazing? - Only by behaving badly – and so facing both the censure and punishments of the Grazier’s Court 

and the ridicule of graziers. 

However, can I (the New Liberal Democrat) under-pay my supplier and over-charge my customer if they’ve 

the means to pay?  I can and with approval for my innovative niche-market.  Can I vote for a political party 

package which will continue to approve my entrepreneurial spirit?  I can and that package need not be 

tempered by a common ethic, historic precedent, or common humanity.  Can I consume a finite resource 

until there is none remaining for a single future generation?  I can, if the price is right – and still show my 

face without shame in society. 

Moreover, do price rises follow scarcity to bring over-consumption into balance?  They do not.  Staples (oil 

and food prices) are protected. 

These things could not happen on the common.  They are properties of the amorality of fenced fields and 

privilege - the activities of new plutocracies without ancestry of restraint. 

Garret Hardin had confused the activities of the then futuristic retail park with a common grazing.  He did 

not distinguished a disconnected, violent, barbarian surge across fields from the settled cultures (organised by 

virtue) which worked them by the precedents of history, under the careful eyes of neighbours and by the 

convivial and interesting accumulation of skills. 

 

 

SOME LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC CONSEQUENCES 

Firstly every footstep away from the optimum balance of use and return has left progressively deeper 

consequences.  The idea of “Progress” has been created from fast-emptying holes in the ground.  However, 

Progress remains as the essential virtue of Liberal Democracy (in its present form).  Progress is so fixed in the 

modern imagination that it has come to (perhaps fervently) believe that a progressive imagination can 
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eventually fill those empty holes in the ground.  Modernity is convinced that an idea can replace a resource; 

that human tools have alchemy more powerful than the turning of base metals into gold.  Technology will 

eventually make something from nothing.   

Education is her key.  Then, “Sound Science” will lead the children through “difficult times” past holes in the 

ground to lands of milk and honey.  Once upon a time humanity (in her childhood) had lived by nasty and 

brutish physics, but now education can lift her from primary things. 

Science, having shed the humility of scepticism, is manifest through the filtered inscriptions of her priests.  

The transcendence has enabled technology to be called science.  It has also born the fantasy of economic 

growth from a finite pool of resources and labours. 

 Liberal Democracy has flown the flag of the “Enlightened Science” before the superstitions it once 

evangelised with the Cross.  Ethical flags disguise, even from their bearers, the integral violence of empire. 

Meanwhile another idea by which the Liberal Democratic “North” has grown rich because of the 

undeveloped “South” is money.  Debt money is printed into circulation as “Aid”, making fortunes for 

donors, while recipients have not the value of production to repay interest on loans.  More export is 

therefore demanded to pay defaults, removing natural capital in labour, soil, water and minerals from South 

to North.  Markets are forced open (defaulters have little choice) for contrary exports of expensive money 

and expensive intellectual property in seeds, ideas and also in brands (American and European 

corporations). 

The origin of economic growth is: I grow because you shrink.  Then fossil fuels maintain the possibility of 

even further growth, but with climatic and agricultural consequences. 

Liberal Democracy’s violence hovers behind oil fields.  Brands such as Coca Cola win “hearts and minds”.  

Capitalism is removed, because natural capital is disregarded, so that comparative advantages of trade 

cannot be practiced.  Can Tunisia trade her phosphate for something comparatively valuable?  Liberal 

Democracy’s armies of tenderness for hearts and minds will be the camp followers even as the phosphate 

protectorates move in. 

“This is inevitable because progress is inevitable.  You can’t stop progress.”  Progress is the presented virtue 

with which we balance quite other intents. 

One day a liberal democracy may come to exist, but we do not have one now.  My constituency MP brings 

news of her party’s intentions to her constituency and faces constituency questioning, but she is not our 

representative.  Her party is mandated by the ballot to be in government or opposition and that is that.  

The Party presents a package to which we consent or not.  Ingenuities and dexterities specific to constituency 

soil are unheard in parliament and social information is gathered, not from the expressions of constituents, 

but from centrally-gathered national statistics.  The soil which those constituents have “enriched with their 

traces” lies unobserved - and with it the vital commons of physics, virtue and citizenship. 

The Liberality of a Democracy may come to be that we agree to love to disagree.  My neighbour speaks 

nonsense, but we agree to be neighbours.  My extrinsic values are moulded by the compromises in 

behaviour I must make to be acceptable to my neighbour.  My intrinsic values remain untouched.  I cast my 

vote and my neighbour casts hers.  We may cultivate our gardens as we choose, but by our mutual 

acceptance of the ballot we accept a civic governance of what is common to us.  We do not seek consensus, 

as in today’s packaged political parties.  We build compromise. 

 

 



SOME DANGERS INHERANT IN MY POSITION 

Skilled and self-respecting peasants at the harvest, children entranced at the story telling of the harvest home!  

Values!  The gift of harvest - the vintage - value of work - money a useful tool for exchanging the values of 

work and resources.  “With usury hath no man a house of good stone.  With usury hath no man a painted 

paradise on his church wall.........” (Ezra Pound Cantos) 

And that is my position, that of much of the modern green movement and that of the older: Eric Gill, 

William Morris, G K Chesterton, then further back to William Blake, the Ancients and Samuel Palmer, S T 

Coleridge (Pantisocracy), Oliver Goldsmith, even the republican Samuel Johnson and further - the ruralists, 

Robert Herrick, Isaac Walton and further still, W. Shakespeare and Michael Drayton babbling of green fields, 

then the shepherd’s cults of Virgil’s innocence, Philip Sydney, Thomas Wyatt and then..... Virgil himself...... 

Of course you can both expand and intensify my parochial list.  It was also the position of Adolf Hitler. 

Commons of soil have sometimes been distorted into blood and soil.  But soil sees races come and go.  It 

will remain after Celtic, Arian, dark or flaxen-haired humanity departs.  Only humanity needs to define her 

commons, but all species share commons of sea and soil. 

The application of ideas to living, half-obscure and unpredictable systems has been the failure of fascism, 

communism and capitalism.  All three have disrupted complex evolved communities and all three have 

murdered, starved and enslaved millions (even billions) in pursuit of their ends, which may have been the 

replication of a concept for making the world a better place.  Indeed all three are forms of socialism, in 

which inherited or military powers are overturned and common justice returned.  Just as ideas can devise 

tools for the better use of resources, so ideas can assist social processes.  However applied, apparently 

perfected ideas cannot replace either resources or social systems. 

If we consider the masses of death and destruction there is little to choose between applications of those 

three political ideologies.  They present similar symptoms of obsession, paranoia and – well I’ll let others 

define the various psychoses.  Free market fanatics will refuse association with psychopathic Stalin and Hitler 

– who may well not be psychopathic – but bearers of obsessions more pressing than reality, humanity and 

humane behaviour. 

The liberal democracy which is currently bullying the world is certainly born of an obsession stronger than 

reality, humanity and humane behaviour.  Tony Blair and David Cameron cannot be directly compared to 

Stalin and Hitler (well I would not dare).  However, in their pursuit of a realised ideal in spite of evident 

reality they are the same.  Blair and Cameron have been freed from historical and ethical restraints, since 

they think (fervently believe?) the ends they pursue are to the eventual benefit of all and that they possess 

ballot box mandates to achieve them.  In the process they became/and have become both unrealistic and 

inhumane.  The eventuality is a fixated idea. 

The Twentieth and Twenty First Centuries have witnesses the shedding of historical restraints and with them 

an unprecedented shedding of blood.  Millions of fossil summers have made each living and singular summer 

an enfeebled irrelevance as it passes in sequence and into history.  Those who may regret the unnoticed 

passing of seasons have been thought nostalgic, or ruralist.  Those who mention primary subjection to 

simple laws of physics and biology are labelled un-progressive, since the Future will achieve less sordid laws. 

Here’s a thought: what we are to face in climate change and the end of oil may not eclipse the terrors we 

have inflicted on each other over the last century 

Carl Marx and Adam Smith considered the same problems: injustices of distribution and means of 

production.  They arrived at different solutions to the same ends.  Carl would remove inefficient and greedy 

hierarchies to allow the dexterity and ingenuity of the skilled to prosper by common labours and common 

organisation. 
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Adam would remove cumbersome trade blocks and the stupidity of Kings by trading the ingenuities 

generated from specific terrains.  Both assume ingenious cultures specific to history and terrain.  Carl assumed 

common empathies and so cohesions of labour, which might rise beneath and shrug off the tyrannies of 

power, while Adam assumed that vernacular dexterity would remove the authoritarian stupidity of nation 

states by natural laws of advantage.  (He undermines the stupidity but not the state) 

How different their humane ideas have become in the hands of fanatics.  What were literary essays have 

become political manifestos for the grudges of history to find means to retribution. 

“Convivially used procedure guarantees that an institutional revolution will remain a tool whose goals 

emerge as they are enacted; the conscious use of procedure in a continually anti-bureaucratic sense is the 

only possible protection against the revolution itself becoming an institution.”  (Ivan again in Tools for 

Conviviality) 

As Ivan says we must keep in mind (to reason) that cultures (civilisation) are methods of settlement.  They 

are not states to which we aspire, or ideals to hold us firm through a transitionary suffering.  Likewise since 

cultures grow citizen by citizen, if citizens do not control their tools, then the culture becomes removed from 

those who don’t to those who do.  Those who do control tools then distribute education, bread and 

circuses to the rest.  The demand for the supply of education is for a ladder to the hierarchy and for an 

escape from servitude.  The demand for such education gives the hierarchy consent.  The polis relies on the 

bread, is comforted by the circus and moreover becomes grateful for the ladder to the élite. 

Those who’d argue for greater social mobility, for instance, approve the system through which we rise.  

Inequality is essential to it. 

Grateful (to progress?), unhappy, powerless and unsure of the reason, our liberal democrat can select from 

two or three packaged hierarchies at the ballot box, which promise education. medication, policing and so 

on in varying ways.  All packages keep tools to themselves. 

Afghanistan and Iraq have seen the application of Liberal Democracy, not as a method or tool as it was 

enacted, but as a stranger’s puritan flag to justify quite other tools, such as Tornado jets, blanket slaughter, 

intellectual property, expensive money and in return unvalued (actually disvalued) primary resources, or 

where resources are absent – open borders for pipelines and transport. 

Whenever something is striking, just, or true, some fanatic will strive to impose it on others.  As W B Yeats 

said (sandwiched in sanity) between the two brutal world wars - And the worst are full of passionate 

intensity. 

As I hoe my carrot crop, can David Cameron transfer his technology to my rhythmic hands?  He can, says 

liberal democracy because it will be better for me in the end.  The soil and the billions of interesting 

creatures in just a teaspoon of it, the symbiotic growth of plants and the weather are better managed by 

those who are certified and educated to know how. 

In refusing his prescription and in keeping tools to ourselves we keep self-worth, happiness (which includes 

sadness) and the means to build the commons specific to the evolution of our particular soils.  Mine is the 

compass of man-hours and a small imprint in the passage of history that carries me, my neighbours and the 

times into the capable arms of our children.  The sequences of decay and renewal are inevitable.  In what 

age but modernity’s would it have been necessary to say such things?  But modernity has been riding a flood 

of millions of fossilised years released through the sluices of a few decades.  The idea grew with a passionate 

intensity that modernity’s technology had powered that flood.  But the technologies are unique to oil.  

What will the knowledge economist do with dwindling, silted meanders of oil and then dry river beds?  Can 

any of oil’s technologies be transferred? 



There is another danger, which may eclipse all the dangers inherent in my position.  It is that of Climate 

Change.  Those who attempt to change institutions from within, most notably and ably represented by 

George Monbiot may buy some time for the establishment of more durable institutions.  Changing the 

means to power generation for what remains an impossible way of life may yet make climatic balance more 

attainable for a still unrealised, though possible way of life to come. 

In spite of the unsustainable consumption to which Northern societies have become addicted, changing the 

means of power-generation from bio mass, oil seeds and fossil fuels is urgent if we are to have any way of 

life at all.  Changing a little may buy a little more time, even though changing levels of consumption are 

resisted. 

So even though the tools for large scale energy generation are far from my hands and also in the very few 

hands which have previously controlled oil (nuclear stations are built and maintained by oil). I must approve 

the shift from bio mass and fossil bio mass to a combination of large-scale wind, large scale solar (Southern 

Europe, Africa), some hydro/tidal and also nuclear power generation. 

We are in deep shit and so begin with bad choices.  It is important to keep in mind that they remain bad 

choices – rocks and hard places.  The few hands which undoubtedly have control of the energies which drive 

our economies are not to be trusted.  Sense, dexterity, ingenuity and laws of physics have no part in their 

decision-making. 

I continue to maintain that we cannot be happy, observant, or inventive until tools return to many hands 

and that this will happen naturally if we avert (and if we don’t) Climate Change.  My friends and I are 

incapable (without oil power) of maintaining very large power stations.  Nuclear power is only an option 

because consensus for a reasonable way of living may arrive too late.  I am not interested in a presentation 

of figures gathered for the convenience of my arguments.  I have never managed a nuclear power station 

and so cannot speak of one – I can only say that its management is beyond me, David Cameron, or George 

Monbiot.  I can speak with authority of growing bio mass for combustion because I am farmer who cannot 

grow Willow or Miscanthus on a diet of gas and ashes.  Protein (life) must be returned to the soil, to grow 

next season’s crops. 

Pragmatism is woven in the fabric of any true moral philosophy and though I cannot approve the levels of 

consumption which large scale “renewables” endorse, yet I must accept that the switch from burning both 

living bio mass and fossil bio mass to nuclear, wind, sun and water may delay the tipping of climatic 

balances towards inexorable warming.  We are in the mire and the way out is not to deny the mire, but to 

wade through.  On the other side those large scale systems will be anachronistic. 

My argument with “The Powers” is futile for I can have no credence in a powerful world, but George 

Monbiot has some weight – often from the front page of the Guardian news paper.  George is fully aware 

that in such world there can be no truth, nor physical or moral law and I applaud him for his adventures 

there.  I think he will be shoulder to shoulder if declining energy supplies at last make the world a better 

place.  I have not observed the change in him which is apparent in some of our NGOs (Soil Association, 

Sustain & so on) in becoming what they once opposed.  Bravo George!  For refuting in action what I still 

hold dear and still hold true. – but there are many mansions. 

 

 

WHAT? WHAT? WHAT? 

My friend and best critic David Farrel, says I shoot myself in the foot by denying the power of reason to 

change things for the better, particularly when I am supposed to be engaged in a reasoned discourse.  I say 

there is not a thought under the sun that has not been said already and that even the best of thoughts have 
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been taken up as weapons by the quick witted for quite other ends.   David hopes for a slow (hopefully 

faster) erosion of the denial of our predicament by a careful point by point Socratic dialogue – and so do I, 

but with less hope.  David says I despair of reason, but must pick myself up with enthusiasm because such 

despair is pointless – I say that I don’t despair of reason and that I have drawn by reason a sketch of our 

unreasoning predicament. 

Ideas are insufficient for the complexity of our situation as all true scientists will acknowledge, when 

attempting hypothesis - or historians when attempting a causal view of history. 

So in my pencilled outline of Hope, she stands in a once and future woodland (like Botticelli’s Flora in 

Primavera?) surrounded by various muses, who peep here and there from behind trunks and from higher 

branches.  None of my characters is altogether “nice”, but somehow they are reconciled.  There is 

puckishness rather than whimsy.  The whimsy of course is mine: humanity’s.  The characters in my sketch 

make me stand up straight and “behave”, because for all my failings I will be punished.  I am punished for 

careless footsteps.  There is always a reason why I am punished, though it is often obscure. 

Civilisation is what we do and how we do it: that is how we react to what we have done and how our 

neighbours react to applaud, ridicule or mend it.  We are what we do, because that is our identity as citizen. 

“Almost overnight people will lose confidence not only in the major institutions, but also in the miracle 

prescriptions of the would-be crisis managers.  The ability of present institutions to define values such as 

education, health. welfare, transportation, or news will suddenly be extinguished because it will be 

recognized as an illusion.” 

That dawning of truths and illusions; of the important and the trivial can illuminate a renewed landscape of 

renewed possibilities into which citizens can step and which can be sensed directly – pragmatically, then 

ethically, then of course with interest! 

We are freed by the truths of physics, from the imposed truths expressed by hierarchies. 

Renewed landscapes can also appear cruel, alien and forbidding. 

There are differences between application of reasoned analysis and convivial methods or tools.  Methods 

succeed and fail to unpredictable degrees and are not absolute.  The obstacles presented to methods and 

tools become resources for learning.  The failure of a technique changes the technique.  Failure is essential to 

conviviality and to the honing of tools.  Failure (ignorance) unites us because we all fail, whereas success 

distances an iconic exemplar.  Convivial societies grow a balance of mutually accepted failures and successes.  

Indeed I like you because you fail.  I respect you because you succeed.  We create mutual balances in 

relationship.  I agree to fail to this extent and succeed to that and you in a similar way.  Relationships are a 

trade of those (often fictitious) balances.  I say fictitious in the important sense of story-telling. 

Methods have stories and all stories have a moral.  They have uncertain beginnings and moral endings in a 

journey through the unpredictable.  They are by definition humane and assist or describe the fallible.  The 

narrator tells of journeys done and the tool maker of the methods of doing.  I am what I’ve done and my 

culture is the methods of its attempted conviviality 

We imagine the first human settlements carved into the fabric of wilderness.  We make stories of Neolithic 

farmers, but Bronze Age epics have survived: of Troy and the dispersal of the Greek fleets.  Legend has 

Aeneus’s son Brutus grounding his vessel in the Thames Estuary and (we add) bringing ashore the skills of 

forging tin and copper into bronze.  He founded New Troy with his tools and our London from soils of 

Albion!  Perhaps we despise the naming of Kings (Tolstoy) and seek to imagine (beyond the records of vain 

hubris) a people and their tools. 



It depends on the intrinsic values of the story teller.  It also depends on his prudence and so on his extrinsic 

values.  Anyway that complexity has created roles into which we slip perennially.  Statesmen choose from a 

variety of roles.  How we love dressing up!  Then we enact the roles.  What part has pragmatism to play?  

What use is reason to the actors when the play has been previously written? 

Modernity is no less carved from wilderness than the Mesolithic settlement.  Nor is wilderness any less 

obscure.  Our Science is always wrong, though it may reconcile the times.  Tools are neither right nor 

wrong, though they may have a “rightness” fitting their purpose.  Somehow, within the whole of Wilderness 

(that mixture of every species, or chaos/complexity) is the truth, which must always elude a single species’ 

senses, since they have too small a frame.  However our human senses have evolved to be fitting for human 

needs.  We know enough.   

So our reasoning is effective within the balance of virtues, distribution of produce, the fashioning through 

trial and error of tools and in the ordering of likely outcomes from our actions from our store of experiences 

held in memory. 

We think we act by reason, but we use reason (often conveniently) to sway the balance of virtues.  Our 

decision is permitted (by ourselves) by balancing virtues both apparent to ourselves and presented by others.  

We are adept at conveniently obscuring some aspects and highlighting others to avoid a course of action 

which might prove disruptive.  We call people “brave” who act by virtue in spite of consequence (such as 

social exclusion, or physical danger).  I avoid those things by proposing (to myself) that prudence (staying 

alive) will make me more useful to others in future and that I must be considerate to my neighbours and 

that “falling out” is pointless to the larger good. 

Virtues, inherited, adopted and observed are tied to parents, role models, the passing airs of fashion and to 

the vicissitudes of scarcity and abundance.  The existence of all of these is tied (as we’ve explored) to soil. 

How is virtue, directly tied to soil, climate and (dwindling) resources, to become fashionably apparent, so 

that what I do may give me the pleasure of identified citizen within a settlement which contributes as much 

to soil and so to its future providence, as it removes? 

A vision of abundance and a contrary one of scarcity may be very much apparent to a balancing of virtues, 

once the massive powers of oil have gone.  But how can they become apparent while oil still remains to be 

pumped?   

Clearly any reasonable citizen will understand the urgency to wean ourselves from oil and to begin a chosen 

and orderly descent back towards laws of physics and biology again.  Clearly the longer we delay, the more 

extreme (and probably barbarous) that descent will become.  But the reasonable proposition, if 

disconnected from virtue has no potency.  That is plain to see.  Is there a single government taking steps to 

mitigate climate change, or to wean itself from oil, or oil-replacement fantasies?  Authoritarian China has 

come closest.  European and American carbon dioxide emissions have both risen and both relentlessly 

pursue an impossible (and unreasonable) economic growth.  Indeed the banking crisis slowed consumption 

and so also slowed CO2 emissions, but instead of using the crisis as a useful tool, governments have urgently 

re-floated banks and printed more money to bring economic growth back to suicidal levels.  Yet there is an 

almost complete political consensus for the urgency of action to mitigate anthropogenic climate change.  

The scientific consensus is unbroken. 

It follows from the above assumptions that we cannot rely on governments, or on the efficacy of a scientific 

consensus. 

Why, or in what ways is modernity different from other historical periods?  Why can she not respond to her 

own demise? 
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We note that such virtue is traditionally found in labour, craft, dwelling and suffering supported, not by an 

abstract earth, environment or energy system, but by the particular soil these very actions have enriched 

with their traces.  

Yet, in spite of this ultimate bond between soil and being, soil and the good, philosophy has not brought 

forth the concepts that would allow us to relate virtue to common soil, something vastly different from 

managing behaviour on a shared planet. 

Ivan gives me security to meditate on our unreasoning predicament.  It is clear that modernity clings to a 

doctrine, which can transcend evidence.  It is also clear that she can think no further than Managing 

behaviour on a shared planet.  The transcendence is levitated on oil and the identity of citizens is tied to 

oil’s technologies.  So changing our identities is going to take something other than scientific evidence, or 

reasoned argument. 

That part of our identities which has evolved from parenting is linked to a deeper sense of virtue, which 

cannot and need not change.  The parts of our identities which have been constructed by prudence, 

compromise, expediency, attractiveness and so on can and do change with changing events and fashions.  So 

Modernity can change her extrinsic values.  If she does not, then only laws of physics can. – And in 

unpleasant ways. 

We note that such virtue is traditionally found in labour, craft, dwelling and suffering supported, not by an 

abstract earth, environment or energy system, but by the particular soil these very actions have enriched 

with their traces.  

My refrain! 

The particular soil those very actions have enriched with their traces is found everywhere throughout, but 

invisible to Modernity.  Fervent Modernists and decadent Post Modernists both frequently possess and 

cherish it – beyond the doctrine – beyond the annals of Progress – beyond the job – beyond the flaunted 

adoption of the latest ideas! 

The weekend, the garden, the house decorations, the naming of birds, or wild flowers, the holidays by sea, 

or hills – 

These things are often attached to deeper virtues and are tenderly guarded as important, private and apart.  

They are beyond the managing of behaviour on a shared (and shrinking) planet, and are umbilical to 

commons of soil.  I think they have fragrances of childhood, senses of mortality, memories of parents or 

parenthood, consequence and the passing of generations.  The anti-historical, simplistic modernist suddenly 

becomes mortal, complex, vulnerable and historical, once a week, at the weekend in her secret garden. 

If we can take the ethics of home into workplaces - If such behaviour becomes fashionable – then perhaps 

we shall begin the reclaiming of the common and so of the better and pragmatic management of our 

common predicament. 

I don’t know how, nor can I propose a remedy for modernity’s anti-pragmatic psychoses, but this is my 

hope: that the oil-free, labour-intensive, stubbornly physical world into which we must descend, will seem a 

familiar relief, which recalls the delight of those weekends and holidays – sand between the toes – Campion, 

Stitchwort, Bluebells... in May as always -  All that is important – the sensed at our finger tips – intrinsic 

values evolved from childhood – the effects of our causes – our responsibility for them. 

Almost overnight people will lose confidence not only in the major institutions, but also in the miracle 

prescriptions of the would-be crisis managers.   



Well, acreage remains, though we shall need many more hands to husband it. 

The need to trade: to make advantages of scarcity and surplus remains.  We can slip through the veil of time 

into the strata of older and more durable, evolved and complex economies – proper shops – corner shops – 

market squares – small harbours for sea trade – the wind for shipping and for turbines, water for mill races, 

navigable rivers and canals and the labour to learn the skills to build it all– trial and error – no miracle 

prescription of the crisis managers.  Many hands – many responsibilities – many renewed identities – We are 

what we do and living cultures are not an entity, but the many hands and processes of settlement.  Only 

thus can function and elegance come together to occasionally mean the same. 

I wish I could narrate some stories of an oil-free world in which we receive only the same as we put in.  A 

litre of petrol for two, or three weeks of manual labour gives us an indication of our personal powers.  But 

tools are returned to human and we hope humane hands.  Could centralised power wielding centralised 

tools have ever created such a culture?  As we’ve seen, centralisation has attempted the replication of 

impossible dreams.  Living cultures are pragmatic and can only be understood through the senses of citizens.   

They are the culturing of many hands. 

Modernity’s Ultimate Utopia is as ridiculous as Nowhere.   

Of course you say cynically that my holiday brochure for the future (actually for today) is an idea like all the 

rest – communism, capitalism – with an exotic entertainer, part-god, part ancestor, part-spirit of wilderness, 

part-village green, who calls herself mysteriously The Commons of Soil. 

And how can we escape the comfortable, modernist prescription, tied as we are to wages and to the 

strictures of a governance which it seems, has an eye on all we do, and which there is small hope of 

changing through the ballot box, since we vote for a previously-packaged consensus? 

Reason alone won’t do.  Northern Hemisphere governments have abundant well-reasoned documents, 

which recommend urgent and dramatic change.  None have changed an inch. 

 

 

DUST 

Ah well. Here is some more reason: Vandana Shiva speaking in Soil Not Oil. 

Strategies that affirm the rights of the poor to their land and livelihoods are also strategies that reduce our 

dependence on oil.  They help mitigate climate change and help us adapt to climate chaos.  Addressing issues 

of poverty, equity, and justice on a small and finite planet simultaneously address peak oil and climate 

catastrophe. 

The most creative and necessary work that humans do is to work with the soil as coproducers with nature.  

Human effort and knowledge based on care for the soil prevents and reverses desertification, the root 

collapse of so many civilizations. 

The commons of soil, which we enrich or deplete with our traces binds communities, creates cities and 

measures them against common virtues.  We’ve explored how over-grazing may enrich the few and lead to 

commons enclosure, but also how overgrazing brings a loss of virtue, social standing and conviviality.  It 

creates both élites and servitude.  The élites, of course become so by abandoning extrinsic values.  They may 

justify this by a parade of intrinsic values.  In the past, intrinsic values may have been of evangelical 

Christianity.  Today we have cults of science, liberal democracy, or of amoral economics (which lead to 

efficiencies of production, wealth generation and so trickle down!) 
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The Rule of Return is a simple law of physics (biology is a rather mysterious part of physics).  It applies 

absolutely to both soil and ethics.  And they connect and re-connect in various ways. 

If Roman farmers harvest successive crops of wheat for Roman citizens and those citizens do not return an 

equivalent mass of waste to the fields, Rome will eventually go hungry.  Fields which once grew abundance 

will be reduced to the cultivation of twisted olive trees.  Romans come not to mind, because they can feed 

on the pillage of empire – and so create more deserts, dispossession and tears.  And so Roman citizens who 

are fed on bread and circuses of pillage, find commons of virtue and so of soil an irrelevance to their 

(modernist?) times.   

It sounds very familiar.  Today, we’ve pillaged both time (those millions of fossil summers) and space 

(legacies of empire) to the degrees that laws of return seem irrelevant, archaic and even anti-modernist.  So 

it follows that as oil power departs, so commons of soil may return and with them a re-enfranchisement of 

citizenship.  In spite of new austerities, soil (which is beyond ownership) may enrich us metabolically, 

politically and spiritually.  As tools return to the many hands which must replace oil, then so (I hope) does 

personal power.  Self-determination may also re-grow commons of virtue in which our various roles 

participate. 

Commons of virtue are the well-spring of arts.  Times are unpredictable.  They pass through abundance, 

scarcity, political unrest, fashionable extrinsic virtues, seasons, weather and so on.  Our artist must reconcile 

changing times with deeper commons which remain unchanged.  The same spring enlivens the arts of 

Chaucer, Shakespeare and onwards (make your own list).  It is eternal, because it is the unchanging moral 

shape of humanity.  We recognise it in the most ancient literatures and in cultures which have evolved from 

a variety races and terrains.  It is in extrinsic values that we diverge.  At the deepest level we are all the 

same.  There is humanity and inhumanity. 

In Romantic Economics I drew a comparison of those deeper shaping virtues with Philip Pullman’s dust of 

the Lyra novels.  I suppose that is by the by – but maybe not.  I like the notion of dust – modernists and post 

modernists are suspicious of “virtue” – and we already have dust to dust – rules of return – commons of soil 

– something immutable within us might prove useful for the dramatic mutations ahead. 

Within each grain of my (speculative) dust is knowledge of humanity and its replication in the forms of 

settlements, families and social systems.  Peering into a history of arts which endure, I find an identical 

humanity painting differing times.  The same moral forms are bonded to the unpredictable in scarcity, 

abundance, variable seasons and ultimately death.  My life is not helplessly determined, because the world I 

am born into is unpredictable.  I respond to what is delightfully or dauntingly new with ancient moral 

patterns.  The Times revive us, if we are free to exercise our humanity. 

Oil and its comforts have constrained the inner shaping spirit of humanity (Coleridge/Wordsworth), so that 

as we loose oil-powered comforts we may regain freedom of humane expression and so another sort of 

happiness! 

So as I turn step by step (in the Transition Movement manner) from oil consumption, each apparent 

austerity is towards greater freedoms of expression and so happiness. 

Both ethics and physics are intertwined in soil.  As soil life returns, then so does its providence.  

As the difference between education and learning becomes (I hope) apparent, the amoral educational ladder 

to a hierarchy may also be seen as an illusion (Ivan Illich).  The absent minded professor could return (and 

with respect), who is sceptical of her own analyses and so is perennially curious.  Liberal economic 

entrepreneurs may be seen as barbarian fencers of commons, while the commercial seminaries of today’s 

universities could be peer ridiculed to insignificance, just as true sceptical scholars are today.  



You can see that I am hoping against recent experience for the power of virtue to bring the joy of 

consequential and identified footsteps before our drowsy, post-modern and modernist eyes.  Dust (if you 

like) is at the heart of all human settlements and endures.  It is no co-incidence that oil-powered settlements, 

which have lost their senses of history and have ignored both commons of virtue (dust) and commons of 

soil, will not endure beyond the end of the providence of oil, or its climatic consequences. 

Since soil and the life it brings have been massively impoverished by the powers of fossilised soils, it follows 

that the re-vitalisation of soils will bring some assets, which exceed those we held as rampant modernists. 

That revitalisation is also the key to climatic balance. 

It is moreover, the key to revitalising social commons, since soil (as I say) is always specific to topography, 

climate and cultural terrain.  Tools can return to billions of hands.  Ingenuity and so pleasure can return to 

billions of heads and hearts. 

I am fanciful?  Well, I hope to be imaginative in the Keatsian sense, where truth meets its beauty.  Some may 

prefer limp acceptance of redistributing a diminished pot.  Pots shall be reduced (legend says, or as the 

French Book sayeth to the author of Morte de Arthur), to a seventh for Americans and a third for 

Europeans.  Some adopt austerity with no direction and a shrunken happiness with no valuation of what has 

remained, while also struggling to maintain some sort of old-fashioned oil-derived bottom line.  The magic 

cauldron of fossil-time is empty, Ceridwen. 

 

 

WHAT REMAINS 

The bottom line has become so manly (and extrinsically virtuous) that it has negated presentations of ethics, 

neighbourliness and of future bottom lines - because of its massive throbbing engine.  Effeminate co-

operation is measured to insignificance, because the great tool of oil has provided for all.  Even the poorest 

(the story goes) have received good drops of trickle down, while the richest hold tools for the benefit of all. 

What remains after oil?  How about, ethics, neighbourliness, the power of the feminine and then all the 

strata of evolved and neglected economies: proper shops, market squares, village shops, workshops, small 

harbours for sea trade and fishing, the same acreage, an increasingly living soil, a re-balancing climate 

(possibly/possibly not), libraries, concert halls, theatres, pubs, restaurants, friendship, sex, an austere diet for 

a while perhaps, but in good company, plenty of work, new identities for new roles, learning instead of 

education, a renewed understanding of commons.... 

Of course we may end by squabbling over the diminished pot and with terrible consequences.  That is an 

idle thought.  I may fall in a hole tomorrow and die.  Why not suggest the above?  Story telling can lay 

imaginative streets from pragmatic materials. 

What do we loose?  Fast cars, fast holidays, second homes, palatial first homes, the selling of money 

(perhaps), insurance and assurance services and easy escape from inner city or suburbia.  I speculate that two 

thirds of European spending is in ephemeral things, so with the right stories to lead us, we can easily descend 

to the primary third.  With regards to inner cities and suburbs, they can become more convivial places, 

where children play safely without fear of traffic and where corner shops spring from ashes of super markets 

by the ingenuity of citizens.  The means to a living could be a stroll, or cycle ride from anywhere.  We’ve 

seen the rapid changes that citizens of Havana created from a lack of oil with public spaces turned over to 

organiponicos.  Re-imagine archaeological strata beneath our feet and re-settle them - more on our own 

terms – within soon to be historical commons!  Re-establishment of a past and a future (by story telling) 

keeps contemporary presidential individualism (entrepreneurship) under common ethical control. 
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Newly fashionable virtues are the most potent means to fashion new methods of settlement.  They are tied 

to consequence, the future, self-worth, good fun and a sense of belonging to both a living and an historical 

community.  There is a latent nostalgia for such a community, which could be adopted as a pleasurable 

relief.  As I say, people change identities on holidays.  Now we may change identities for a magnificent, life-

time holiday in changed times.  Life does not have to be easy to become pleasurable.  After all, many climb 

mountains and trek through wilderness for fun.  However, the convenient and easy lies we pursue in 

growing economies without the means to production will bring an extremely inconvenient fall into laws of 

physics again.  The resource pit will soon be empty.  The rule of return applies, not only to agriculture.  The 

emptied pit is the grave of the same convenient, consensus politics, which had excavated it.  RIP.  Massively 

powerful oil tools are digging oil’s grave. 

But did we like it anyway?  Did we really think (in a balance of virtues) that ideas could replace resources?  

Ideas are contagious and attractive – most, still repeat the fantasy.  

By millions of fossilised summers, the utterly fantastic was possible for a while.   

Almost anything disagreeable, unsavoury, or vexing can be understated by slow degrees until it vanishes, as 

Douglas Dunn says and so we have the current political consensus for repeated understatement until the 

inconvenient truth of physical laws may vanish. 

Understatement belittles both the statement and its stators.  Belittlement is a powerful tool - particularly for 

the powerful, who’d emphasise their power.  If we looked at all the texts of belittlement in the modern 

world, I speculate that a very high proportion would be of statements regarding the remaining stocks of oil. 

We can enlarge from our oil-powered belittlement, while devising some tools of our own.  We (the skilled 

and the to-be-skilled) can and must begin without authority.  Meanwhile we have powerful allies in Laws of 

Physics and in the common intrinsic values of all of us to know what is humane and what is not. 

 

 

CIVILIZATION IS A METHOD, NOT A STATE 

Since we are civilized by what we do and not by who we are, then it follows that we are so intermittently.  

It also follows that cultures are always, (citizens as cells of an organism) at a new, or a re-beginning.   The 

inner shaping spirit of societies is inherited, just as our genetic inheritance makes us human.  We replicate 

social patterns as surely as our humanity is replicated.  It also follows that a culture is grown citizen by 

citizen.  It sits naturally on (in?) its soil and within physical limits.  This is not a vision of helpless 

determinism.  On the contrary, it gives each of us freedom for the practice of ingenuity and dexterity within 

the security of common historical values.  I am significant, because I civilize intermittently.  I am not 

helplessly determined.  I determine my culture by what I do and then, what’s more, when tired, I can lean 

on my neighbour.  Commons are subtle beyond the definitions of civil law, even though law is grown from 

those commons.  

Hierarchies of a happy society are subject to commons of history, the future, virtue, physical laws and the 

soil.  This gives us hope - the fantastic episode of fossil power had removed us from physical commons, so 

our apparent austerity, which hands them back again, may not be such a bad thing.  Our apparent austerity 

is that of the prodigal gambler returning home to her family - to that she was born to – and which is filial 

because it is common – love, death, soil and laws of physics. 

Self-determination has been (to an extent) removed from me by taking the tools from my hands and into 

the centralised hand of oil.  Since I have not the tools, I consume without civilizing and am reduced from full 



citizenship.  I can only ask for a share of the tool-bearer’s pot.  The few hands that control oil make 

civilization for a few – and their servants and dependants live (by necessity) by the laws of the few.  

 “The cultivation and expansion of needs is the antithesis of wisdom.  It is also the antithesis of freedom and 

peace.  Every increase of needs tends to increase one’s dependence on outside forces over which one cannot 

have control, and therefore increases existential fear.  Only by a reduction of needs can one promote a 

genuine reduction in those tensions which are the ultimate causes of strife and war.”  E F Schumacher, Small 

is Beautiful 

I was bound to need him in the end. 

Societies which seek permanence use natural limits as the frames within which forms can come to have 

meaning.  So austerity, synchronised with a reductions of needs, can lead to the Good Life. 

As Fritz says, reducing our needs to the capacity of a personal terrain reduces both dependence and the 

existential fears which produce wars.  It increases personal (and so civilising) control. 

The coming austerity, which Northern governments are so busily resisting, is in truth an unprecedented 

opportunity to revive Ivan Illich’s conviviality within Fritz Schumacher’s permanence. 

Of course resistance to austerity is futile.  Northern governments have spent debt capital into banks to create 

amoral spending into nostalgic fantasies.  (Quantitive Easing)  They resist spending into appropriate and 

purposeful re-tooling.  (New Deals)  Re-tooling could re-enfranchise ingenuity and dexterity and so become 

both pragmatic and contagiously heart-felt.  Having appropriate purposes is a recipe for enduring 

settlement.  Appropriate tools remain as assets.   

Governments have also resisted inflation, when natural (but controlled) inflation may bring money-flow 

(and so consumption) into a closer relationship with primary labour and primary resources.  Inflation is a 

natural response.  Authorities could defer to natural law and so avoid popular resistance to change. 

Civilization is a method, not a state.  If technology is held in a few hands, then it is a partial civilization.  

That is my thesis.  I cannot contribute to civilization unless I have the tools in my hand.  The consumerist 

consensus democracy, in which the few who control oil are franchised to impose that consensus (often 

violently) on the rest of the world, is fervently anti-cultural.  Their “Liberal Democracy” is of the right for 

spending choices within the catalogue of the products of oil.  

So here is another hope: that the descent from the profligate barbarism of European and North American 

economies (or rather casinos) into necessary and natural austerities may indicate an instant necessity for 

changing methods.  Changed methods change and revive cultures.  The physical limits of newly-apparent 

terrains provide form and meaning.  New (or renewed) methods may be catalysts for a renaissance – or 

rather a variety of them – relating to vernacular skills and particular terrains. 

Changed methods, learned from trial and error of practice will initially produce unpredictable scarcity and 

surplus.  And so communities will find common advantages to trade.  Austerity need not impose a fortressed 

or parochial localism.  It can even inspire a new romance.  For instance, the most efficient transport of 

heavy goods has always been the sailing boat. 

I propose the quietest of revolutions, whose first step is turning away from oil technologies transferred 

through priests of the knowledge economy.  Education was not the key to a better life.  Rather it was the 

key in the lock.  We approve the hierarchy into which our educated status may one day place us and so 

approve the existence of the hierarchy. 

This is from Tina Lynn Evan’s, Understanding the Political Economics of Enforced Dependency (Feasta 2011) 

– an interesting essay on dependency. 
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 According to Thomas Homer-Dixon, technological displacement of labor provides an important 

rationale for the fixation of policy makers and power brokers on maintaining economic growth. He 

summarizes thusly the logic of economic growth as a remedy for technological displacement of labor: 

“In essence the logic underpinning our economies works like this: if we're discontented with what we 

have, we buy stuff; if we buy enough stuff, the economy grows; if the economy grows enough, 

technologically displaced workers can find new jobs; and if they find new jobs, there will be enough 

economic demand to keep the economy humming and to prevent wrenching political conflict. 

Modern capitalism's stability - and increasingly the global economy's stability - requires cultivation of 

material discontent, endlessly rising personal consumption, and the steady economic growth this 

consumption generates.” (The Upside Down, Washington DC, Island Press, 2006, p. 196) 

But, according to Homer-Dixon, 'Conventional wisdom [about the role of technology in displacement of 

workers and as a stimulus for new kinds of jobs] rarely acknowledges the scope and relentlessness of 

technological displacement of workers'.  (p. 195). 

That the skilled have always run the kingdom, but have never held the throne is my central theme.  (and of 

writers through history) I mean that we can assume real power (the tools to civilize) while leaving the 

powerful to play at power as they choose.  I don’t think we can lose those of such vacuity that power over 

others is important to them.  History notices that the weightless rise, while sediments fall.  Well we can fall 

into our terrains like so many grains of Philip Pullman’s dust.  We are cells which replicate inherited patterns 

(immutable to hierarchies) through the civilizing virtue of the methods we devise.  I think that weightless 

hierarchies have come to enjoy the assets that the skilled have generated.  Historically, the powerful have 

left subject artisans the freedom to devise skills as they chose.   

This central theme, like many others has been overturned by the power of oil!  Oil has given tools to the 

weightless, so that the skilled no longer run kingdom.  So we have an unbalanced climate, pillaged 

resources, impoverished soils and a ridiculous educational system.   

The power of understatement presented so eloquently by Douglas Dunn is at present more powerful than 

laws of physics.  The philosopher A C Grayling is its master.  With a half smile, he points to nasty and brutish 

ages and says count your blessings (ironically). 

So that is what he does.  Balanced extrinsic virtues can lead to decisions which transcend laws of physics and 

simple common sense. 

We buy “organic”, or “fair trade” in a super market which is the antithesis of both.  We pay a little more, 

and are pardoned for hastening climate change and for destroying town centres - evolved, complex systems 

which might endure. 

Carbon capture and storage encourages a continued over-consumption and a continued dependence on 

coal. 

Modernity as a whole has made us very comfortable.  So modernity as a whole is highly virtuous – 

medicine, health-care, abundant food, careful labelling, education, human rights.... 

My “Dark Aged Austerity” has nothing of similar weight to out-balance such virtue, so why choose it?  

Instead we understate that we have no choice.  We understate nasty and brutish laws of physics.  A C 

Grayling and his friends are masters of understated physics and counted blessings.  Ironically they (Dawkins 

so on) are evangelical for “scientific” technologies and the end of superstition.  In truth there’s is a fledgling 

and under-thought religion with an oil-powered priesthood.  The older religions were more pragmatic. 



Organic and Fair Trade labelling of centrally procured and distributed labour and resources are the antithesis 

of organic systems and of trading fairly through them. 

Though we balance antithesis with thesis, those transactions are invisible to the actions and reactions of 

physics, biology, economics and ecology. 

Nevertheless, those who hold tools are in contact with the physics of their environments.  Those who have 

held oil tools have been in contact with the physics of oil – with many millions of fossilised summers. 

We cannot remove the powerful from their tools without an equal exercise of power, but we can begin 

(one by one) to fashion tools for ourselves, which are appropriate to each singular summer as it passes.  

Moreover when oil (being finite) has passed, we may be overjoyed to find personal and convivial tools 

once more in our culturing hands.  Scarcity, over-population and immutable physical laws (perhaps hidden 

from us) are problems for our ingenuity.  We have common humanity and all the voices of history at our 

backs and for me in this little pamphlet the hopeful phrases of Ivan Illich as candles in the dark. 

Even so, there seems more than enough coal and oil yet in the ground to tip the climatic balance.  Those 

who have tried to change the oil-consensus from within have ended as a part of the consensus.  (Soil 

Association/Sustain – super markets & air-freight, CAT – bio mass for aviation & ridiculous techno-fixes in bio 

char & carbon silos for instance).  So good sense is found in the citizen, which sounds utterly feeble to the 

larger consensus, but who has a secret power: not as an individual but as a replicated and replicating moral 

cell of common humanity!  

For all the cults of the individual, which we see in body temples, beautiful people, the self-perfection of 

new, green Buddhists, the self-approval of the entrepreneur, or the retail therapist, at the deepest level our 

humanity is not of the individual, but of a society.  I am born with potential (and potent) social patterns 

inside me. 

So what I think I should do is in tune with Coleridge’s numberless goings on of life and with social strings, 

whose sounding box is a deeper common.  My personal goings on must have methods, which may be mine 

or another’s.  Of course there have been many historical attempts at a too-simplistic, governing 

orchestration.  Capitalism, communism, fascism and liberal “democracy” were all destined to fail.  Just as 

ideas cannot replace resources (the modernist fantasy), neither can they replace the complexity of evolved 

societies.  I’m not suggesting that our social lot cannot be improved by thought, but that the thought must 

be derived from within an original complexity. 

Moreover, attempts to change such an orchestration give renewed legitimacy (recognition) to the 

orchestration.  I hope (as a social creature) to find my instrument and then tune my ears to yours.  If the 

hierarchy grows wisdom it may slip quietly back on the throne and there rest its pretty head.  It can remain 

enthroned and enjoy the music.  Oil Power, being extra ordinary and extra physical had the power to 

arrange its musicians, but power can only orchestrate power.  It has no ear for other music.  That is the 

dissonance of modernity.  Modern Europeans have the discordance of two loud oil planets, while we’ve 

evolved for just one - beautifully composed of living proteins.   

As spending shrinks by two thirds, I hope we’ll be delighted to discover that we can want both what 

remains and who we are becoming.  Oil’s Cargo Cult had obscured our deepest commons by suggesting that 

we could have whatever we wanted.  The loveliness of every physical form, apparent in taste, smell, touch, 

sound and sight is its integral and enchanting felicity to sit within limits.  The just distribution of that finite 

pot is a very different thing from behaviour enlightened by virtuous personal responses to the essential genus 

of every durable settlement, which is a living Commons of Sea and Soil. 

The balance of virtues has always been (as the antithesis to my thesis, Wellington said of Waterloo) a close 

run thing.  But it is the battle ground which will decide how much more fossil life is released, and how much 
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more plant life is burnt to tip physical balances beyond the capacity of living and breathing Earth.  We have 

become dependent on our destruction.  By shedding that dependency we may find ourselves. 

 

 

AFTERWORD 

In spite of economic recession across the northern world, C02 emission from oil and worse: bio-fuel 

powered consumption has risen to record levels in this past year (UN).  Given the growth stimulation 

practised by every government, a global rise in temperature above two degrees centigrade now seems 

inevitable.  Current systems are dependent on growth and those in power fear economic collapse more than 

catastrophic climate change. 

How the Powers behave now will have a profound effect on the “better ways of living” we hope to devise.   

So even though participation in current economic systems both endorses and expands them, I can remain 

grateful to those such as George Monbiot, who seek to mitigate their worst effects.  Buying time by 

promoting least worst options is not a trivial thing, as we retreat to more durable ground. 

Similarly, the discovery of methods to abandon economic growth while also avoiding violent economic 

collapse is not a trivial thing.  (We cannot avoid the collapse/descent) 

Those unsustainable systems are dangerous beasts, and as we’ve seen are impervious to reason.  It is prudent 

to confine their rampage if we can, or to cleverly steer them where they do least harm.  We need not 

behave so ourselves (as the Soil Association does in endorsing and expanding the super market). 

All that I have proposed (from Ivan’s shadow) is true for me, but of course fallible in application.  Since 

fallibility is the source of all learning, I can take comfort in the beneficent activities of others which 

apparently contradict my position!  The last few centuries have seen the overturning of old filial and military 

hierarchies by a series of fierce enlightenments – each heralding an infallible idea.  Since all ideas are fallible 

in an unpredictable world, each has caused its own chaos. 

I speak as a farmer and have seen so many of my own ideas overturned by nature that I can easily find 

similar folly in scientific hypotheses, journalistic analyses and political solutions.  My ideas will be fallible as 

the rest and though I hold them true and their truth is important to me, yet I must embrace my human 

condition.  My presented identity is prudent, compromised and ambiguous, but my thesis is not. 

Whichever side of an argument it appears, if science is not sceptical of its own hypotheses, then it is a tool 

for an unscientific end.  The same can be said of political and historical analyses.  

I profess (being an amatory professional) some new commons derived from old common humanity, because 

without new claims there will be new enclosures.  I am not in the shade of the Dark Mountain cultivating 

my garden while the world burns.  Nor, in dark mountaineer manner have I “stopped pretending” in my 

new enlightenment.  I fear my own pretence. 

 Voltaire’s, Dr Panglos was right to return from the vanities of the world to pick up his hoe, but in that case, 

he speaks of gardens for all and of their cultivation.  Methods of cultivation and the professing of them 

make both civilisation and citizenship.  I can call a spade, a spade for the living it has helped me to dig 

pragmatically, emotionally, artistically and morally.  Dependency on oil and on oil-replacement fantasies is 

dependency on the enclosures of those who hold oil power.  I cannot be specific about either oil stocks, or 

the machinery of oil.  I will pretend there from my small extent.  I hope to have shown that as Modernity 



ends, we can discover beneath Retail Park and Ring Road the ancient strata of some new roads to the 

future.  Convivial tools can return to civilising, fallible and unpretentious hands.  There is the pen; the 

plough and of course many tools about which I’ve no competency to speak.  Shall we claim our Commons 

or accept the inevitable Enclosures of the Powers?  - We’ve an unprecedented opportunity to choose.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

Since this has been an essay in moral philosophy and its thesis is that we each possess personal knowledge of 

humane and inhumane behaviour, over referencing (I think) would be a distraction from our discourse. 

I have tried to give sources for my references within the text. 

The quote from Douglas Dunn is from the short story Seven Farms from his masterly collection, Boyfriends 

and Girlfriends (1996) published by Faber & Faber 

Welsh Ships and Sailing Men, by Aled Eames is published by Gwasg Carreg Gwalch 2006 

Tina Lynn Evan’s, Understanding the Political Economics of Enforced Dependency (Feasta 2011) is available 

for downloading at www.feasta.org 

And finally Ivan Illich, who has kept me on course regularly throughout this text, has his most seminal books 

published by Marion Boyars, New York. 

In particular, Tools for Conviviality (1973) 

His Declaration on Soil is available for downloading from an excellent Illich library, 

www.davidtinapple.com/illich 
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